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LAST DAY OF
PREREGISTRATION
for persons
graduating in 1979

by Jim Hableton
Last Monday students were
surprised by the spit-shine on the
floors
and
the
unusual
spotlessness of the doormats.
The reason for such unaccustomed
splendor
in the
National Law Center was not
hard to figure out. An accrediting
team representing the American
Bar
Association
and
the
Association, of American Law
Schools was making its on-site
inspection of the Law School.
Both the A.B.A. and the
A,A,L.S. have accreditation
standards which all law schools
must meet. Mter a law school
has obtained A.B.A. - A.A.L.S.
approval,
the law school's
responsibility
for maintaining
these standards does not end. To
insure compliance,
approved
schools are reinspected about
every seven years. Rule III of
the A.B.A. 's Procedure
for
Assuring Continued Compliance
states that "an approved school
is expected to maintain the
qualitative level which justifies
its approval,' and to demonstrate
a genuine and continuous effort
to improve the quality of its
educational efforts." This year it
was G.W.'s burden to prove such
continuing compliance.
Although the inspection visit
'lasted a brief three days, extensive preparations were made
well in advance.
In early
February the faculty met at the

University's AirIi~Comerence
Center in Warrenton, Va., to'
draw up a Law School self-study.
Faculty members had written
position papers
on various
aspects ofthe school's operation
with projections for the future,
The resulting self-study consisted
of a voluminous report.
This
report was copied and sent to the
individual members of the in.spection team.
The exact date of the inspection
was kept a secret until' a week
before it was to occur. The team
sent by the A.B.A. - A.A.L.S.
consisted
of five members,
headed by Mr. Steven Frankino,
a practicing
attorney
from
Nebraska. The team members
were chosen for their varying
backgrounds
and expertise.
Besides two practicing attorneys,
three were law school professors,
one of whom was 'also a law
librarian. More than one had
experience as the dean ofa law
school. Most of the team members
had
impressive
administrative credentials.
The team arrived
Sunday
afternoon,
March 12th. That
evening they dined with Dean
Kramer. Mter an early meeting
Monday
morning
with the
University's President Elliott,
the team went to work. The onsite inspection was basically a
fact-finding process.
Having
acquainted themselves with the
more on page 8

Dean Search Input
by Dave Ermer
Following the announcement of
Dean
Kramer's
planned
retirement in 1979, the faculty
organized
a Dean
Search
Committee. Professors Barron
and H.P. Green were named
chairman and deputy chairman
respectively. The other members
of the committee, all tenured
instructors,
are Professors
Chandler,
Nash,
Park,
RotJIschtld, and Weston. This
committee is charged with the
duty of preparing a list of final
nominees .for the position: The
facultv will then choose the new
dean irom this pool of candidates
subject
the
approval
of
University President Lloyd Elliot
and ultimately the Board of
Trustees.
Last November, after some
degree of controversy over the
proper role of the student body
and the alumni in this process, '
the committee requested that the
:student Bar Association and the
alumni association each form
their own "consultative
com-.
mittees." Both of these parallel

committees
are entitled
to
recommend
candidates
for
consideration, to participate in
the interviewing procedure, and
to provide. their own vi~ws,
reactions, and recommendations
concerning specific candidates.
Each advisory committee is also
allowed to designate two liason
memb~rs to at~end the f~culty
committee meetings from time to
time. The faculty code, however,
bars these liason members from
voting as they are not tenur~
faculty.
Nevertheless,
this
faculty move towards openness
has ~~nerall~ been regarded as a
step In th~ ~Ight dl:ection.
The. ongInal. ~I.ve-m~mber
committee met Imtlall~ In l~te
January and began discussing
the rore ma~ stude?t opmion
should play In relation to the
efforts of· the Faculty Dean
Search Committee. A survey of
the student body was und~rtaken
and the results were provided to
more on page 7
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CLINICAL PROGRAMS
Information Sessions
by supervising professors
Tuesday, March 21
Room 101Stockton
1:00 and 7:45p.m.
PLEDGE FORMS
are available
for the
Equal Justice Foundation
in the SBA office.

SBA SPECIAL ELECTION
March 21
for Day Vice President
Candidates:
Mark Berthiaume
Joanathan Levin
Rob Lewis
Sam Malizia

•..................•.•..•
:
:
:
:

See CALENDAR
on page 12
for schedule
of upcoming activities
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Nader

by Tom Greiner
and Robert Krakow
Ralph Nader, the noted consumer advocate, spoke about the
Equal Justice Foundation at
G.W. Law School last Thursday,
March 9. Speaking
to approximately 250 law students
Nader stated as his premise that
there
are
"fundamental
problems with the legal system
and these problems have been·
delineated in the last decade."
Chief among these problems is
that "most people are shut out of
their ownlegal system," Nader
said. He went on to say that "the
problem with law school is that it
doesn't prepare students for the
divergence
between
the
theoretical right of access to the
system and the practical barriers
to entry."
_ Nader's purpose in the address
was to introduce the Equal
Justice Foundation to the Law
Center
community
and to
stimulate student support for it.
Nader istated that law students
must begin thinking of themselves in the dual role of lawyers
representing the legal system
and a ttorneys
representing
clients.

In expanding the subject of
lack of access to the legal system
Nader asserted that this problem
is not a middle class problem as
is sometimes thought. It is a
common
assumption,
to
paraphrase Nader, that the rich
can buy their attorneys and the
poor can get them free-leaving
the
middle
class
without
representation. But this is only
partly true, said Nader, since
2000 legal aid lawyers isn't
adequate to meet the needs of the
poor. The problem hinges on
providing adequate remedies to
persons whose legal rights 'are
violated •.There must be "parity
between legal abuses and successful challenges
to those
abuses." Nader illustrated this
point by suggesting that every
law student take a walking tour
around the deteriorated urban
areas
of Washington,
D.C.
Around every corner one could
apply legal analysis to discover a
cluster of legal problems for the
residents
of these
areas-problems that "don't come with
retainers" and which therefore
go unattended.
more on page 6

NEPA on Pot
by Steve Inkellis
Three GW law students and an
ex-"Banzhaf Bandit" have filed
suit. in order to halt U.S. involvement
in
the
drug
eradication program in Mexico.
The complaint,
filed last
,Monday, March 13, alledged that
the U.S. State Department and.
other involved U.S. agencies
failed to prepare a required
environmental impact statement
in order to assess the effects of
the use of highly toxic herbicides
in the eradication program.
Under
the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA) , all U.S. agencies are
required
to prepare
an environmental impact statement
for major 'federal
actions'
significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment. The
suit alleges
that U.S. involvement in the program is
sufficient to constitute a major
federal action, and that potential
effects upon marijuana
con.
sumers and others are sufficient
to constitute significant affects
on the human environment.
The U.S. has supplied Mexico
with 76 aircraft over the past
two years and considerable
technical assistance
over the
same period. At least $40 million
went toward the program, and
the State Department budget for

this year contains an additional
Mexico; constitutes a serious
$13.5 million.
health hazard. Paraquat
in
The National Institute of Drug
minute quantities
can cause
Abuse, a part of the Department
irreversible
lung
fibrosis.
of Health,
Education
and
Paraquat
has other adverse
Welfare,has
reported
that
environmental
consequences,
Environmental
smoking
marijuana
con- ,and . the
taminated with the herbicide
Protection Agency has begun
paraquat, the principal herbicide
more on page 7
being sprayed on marijuana in

Riding A Police Beat
by Alison G. O'Neill
Imagine a ride with a D.C.
policeman on a Saturday night in
the precinct with the city's
highest crime rate.
. What would the layman expect
to see along
14th Street,
Washington's
strip
for
prostitutes,
pimps and their
customers? If not a shootout, or
at least an armed robbery,
certainly he could get a glimpse
of the lastest disco fashions.
The three George Washington
University students who rode this
beat with Officer Hornberger of
Washington's third police district
last Saturday night saw none of
the glamorous
crimes
they
thought were a matter of course
in that area of the city. A few
prostitutes huddled in carry-outs
and peered through the greasy
windows at this police car full of
wide-eyed white college students.
Eut the evening was not a

disappointment.
Officer Hornberger was eager to share his
impressions of police life. We, in
turn, soon dispelled any anti-cop
suspicions and fell into the
rhythm of his Ozark accent
"I've got three years on the
department. Before the District
got home rule, when it was still
ruled by Congress, they recruited
all over the country for their
police force. I'm from Missouri
originally. "
As soon as our cruiser "Scout
Car 101", hit the streets, we.
responded to a report on the
police radio about a minor
traffic accident at 19th and
Baltimore Streets.
"Officer Hornberger gave us
some background on the tmrn
district as we travelled to the
scene of the accident. "We have
more on page 5
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San Antonio School Dlst. v. Rodriguez

SBA Progress Report

"funcl .. mental" even thouah it is
by Stephen Friedman
On March 21, 1973, five years
not expressly protected by the
etc. Also, a committee has been
thusiasm for next year, ~ne of my formed to handle first year
ago today, Demetrios Rodriguez
.Constitutlon. But in Rodriguez,
As of this writing it is two
major priorities is to brmg to the
and his family and neighbors
Justice Powell stated that" ...the weeks since I took office as head
orientation.
Law School a quality speak~rs . The SBA is not limited to these
received their answer from the key to discovering
whether
of the SBA. As I have become
program. I have sp/?ken With
Supreme Court. (411 U.S. 1) education is 'fundamental' is not more deeply involved in matters
ideas. There are many other
Rodriguez had filed a class action
to be found in comparisons of the. of interest to students, I have some students who will be. for- projects I would like to see
committee
in Federal District Court in relative societal significance of formulated an overall goal for f!1e ming a symposium
started at the Law School. The
Texas on behalf of school
education ... the answer lies in SBA in the coming year: to m- for the fall. In addition, I am
student loan situation at. the
children who were members of assessing whether there is a right crease the quality and quantity of interested in organizing a bi- school and in the District of
monthly or monthly speakers
minority groups or who were
to education explicity or im- activities
and
experiences
Columbia
does need student
luncheon, where studen~ could
poor' and resided in school
plicity guaranteed by the Con- available to National Law Center
needs and should be looked into.
lunch and interact
With the
districts with a low property tax stitution." (pages 33-34)
students by increasing student
The clinical programs should be
various speakers.
base. Finding that wealth was a
The appellants defended their activism and awareness.
supported.
Students
Another
way' I see
of strongly
"suspect" classification and that
challenge on the theory that there
It is distressing to me that to a
must participate in the hiring of a
stimulating
student
thought
and
education was a "fundamental"
was necessarily a nexus between large extent the Law School is an
new dean, as well as other adactivity is for the SBA to support
right, the District Court had held the right to. education and the assembly
line.
First
year
ministrative
matters.
More
the
existing
student
that the dual school funding
informed
implementation
of students become absorbed in
emphasis
needs
to
be
placed
on .
organizations and .clubs. These
mechanism in Texas was un- specifically
protected rights,
their courses.
Second year
organizing
projects
so that
groups
can
focus
~tudent
~ought,
constitutional. (337 F.Supp. 280) such as the right to vote and students· ease up on the course
The plaintiffs had argued that the speak. But the Court held that the work and move into outside and organize projects which the students at the Law School can
perform services for and within
financing system at issue, under
protection of guaranteed rights
employment. By the third year, SBA can support and fund. I see
the surrounding community.
the SBA as coordinating regular
which 50 percent of the school's
did not confer a dutY to insure the students have almost completely
In order for these things to
meetings of representatives from
operative
requirements
were
exercise of effective speech or deserted the school.
happen
students
must get
clubs
to maximize
- derived from local property taxes informed electoral choice. Since
The point is that" there is not these
organized. I am interested in
and the other 50 percent provided
the case involved no absolute
resources
and
ideas.
enough. going on at the Law
In addition, the SBA has for- using the SBA as the fQC81point
by the state, violated the equal deprivation,
the
persons
School to stimulate students and
med
several
committees
to for student activites. Towards
protection clause of the 14th discriminated against were not a
to diversify their experiences.
this end, I am going to be looking
Amendment,
since
it suspect class, and the right to This is particularly unfortunate
conduct some of the' regular
very thoroughly into additional
discriminated against the poor. education was not fundamental, a
business
of
the
SBA.
The
considering that we as students
funding
sources
for student
The lower court held that the rational basis test-was invoked
committee
will be
are mostly in our early and mid- executive
projects. H you have ideas about
defendants "fail even to establish
and the statute was sustained.
twenties, a period in which we organizing parties, Friday afwhat needs doing at the Law
a reasonable basis for these
Justices Marshall and Douglas
have achieved a modicum of ternoon beer on the terrace.
School, if you have a project you
classifications." (page 284) The complained in their dissent of the
intelligence and maturity without movies, intramuraIs, and other
would
like to undertake, if any of
Supreme
Court,
however,
unfairness of the decision which
social
events.
The
administrative
totally losing. our creativity and
reversed.
denied equalization of funding of idealism. Surely we can do .more committee will be working on the ideas or committees I have
Justice Powell delivered the the educational system on a
a better . mentioned here look interesting,
for ourselves and for our com- teacher evaluations,
opinion of the Court, joined by statewide basis. They pointed out
come talk to me. My office is in
munity than is presently being system for handling lockers,
Justices Burger, Stewart, Black- the unequal power positions
301
Bacon, and I am generally in
library
improvements,
done.
.
mun, and Rehnquist. Justices
which the rich and the poor ocin the afternoons.
In order to stir up some en- publishing a student directory,
Brennan, White, Douglas, and cupy in the political process,
Marshall dissented, apparently
emphasizing that the rich are
pursuaded by Charles Alan generally more successful at the
by Lynn Hiner
Wright, who represented
the polls and the poor are less wellappellants at oral argument.
equipped
to participate
in
The Piacement Office recently
tively looking and those who are
~ the graduates who reported
The Court found that there was government
decision-making.
submitted a report concerning seeking employment. The results
their positions, 221 located in the
no showing of a direct correlation They also argued against Justice
the 1977graduates to the National of the mailing are not identified Northeast region; 24 in the Great
between wealth of families within Powell's rigid application of the
Association of Law Placement.
by students' names. Your help in Lakes and Plains region; 4 in the
each district and expenditures
strlet scrutiny-rational
basis
The
report
included
380 this difficult task of tracking
Southeast region; and 20 in the
therein on education. According dichotomy, contending that a
graduates sfrom the classes of down several hundred graduates
West and Southwest region. The
to the Court, the plaintiffs had not sliding spectrum of standards of
September 1976, February 1977, will definitely be appreciated.
exact locations
of the 1977
sufficiently demonstrated
that review, based on the social utility
and May Um.There
were 284
The types of positions obtained graduates
was as follows:
the financing
system
was of the activity at issue, was a
who reported their positions, 7 by the 1977 graduates was as Washington, D.C. 158; New York
peculiarly disadvantageous
to more appropriate test.
who were not seeking
em- follows: private practice 117; 17; Virginia 17; Pennsylvania 10;
indigents, since there was no
Justice Marshall also stated,
ployment, and 16 who are still government (federal-legal)
55; Ohio 8; Illinois 7; Maryland 7;
proof that poor families tend to be "This Court has frequently
available. Unfortunately, we still government
(state and local- California 6; Missouri 4; New
clustered
in poor property
recognized that discrimination on
have 73 graduates who have not legal) 17; government
(non- Jersey 4; Washington 4; Condistricts.
Thus, no suspect
the basis of wealth may create a
responded
to any of our legal) 4; corporations (legal) 10; necticut 3; Florida 3; Alaska 2;
classification was involved in the classification
of a suspect
questionnaires and whose em- corporations (non-legal) 4; in- Massachusetts 2; Minnesota 2;
controversy, although the issue character and thereby call for
ploymentstatus is thus unknown. digent legal services 9; .public Nevada 2; Texas 2; Foreign 2;
on its face seemed clearly to exacting
judicial
scrutiny."
In this regard
we urgently
interest 1; judicial clerkships
Virginia Islands 1. One graduate
present a case of discrimination
(page 117) He rejected Justice
request all 1!r18 graduates to let (federal) 16; judicial cIerkships
located in each of the following
in state educational funding in Powell's
assertions
that
us know your employment status (state .and local) 12; bank 1; states: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
favor of the rich.
education was not a fundamental
upon graduation. We will be accounting firms 4; military
Iowa, Maine, Michigan, New
The most devastating finding in right and that the basis of the
sending out questionnaires to the (legal) 6; military (non-legal) 2; Hampshire, New Mexico, North
the decision, however, was the determination must be restricted
May 1!r18 graduates later this academic communities (legal) 6; Carolina, Rhode Island, Utah,
determination
that the in- to the precise words of the
spring and hope to hear from academic
communities
(non- and Wisconsin.
dividual's, right to education is Constitution.
those employed as well as those legal) 5; labor union 1; trade
nota fundamental state interest.
The decision in Rodriguez is
graduates who will not be ac- associations 5.
Some of the justices who con- binding precedent today and until
curred
in the opinion had the education issue arises again
previously applied much stricter in a similar context, there will be
scrutiny
in the course
of no judicial recognition in this
As you hopefully
already
Iected by this error and regret
potentially negatively affected by
reviewing statutes which in- country of one of the individual's
noticed from the correction
the impossibility of making a the error. We are providing this
fringed on the right of privacy, most fundamental privileges, the
sheets posted in the National Law fully adequate revocation of the list, indicating the overall rating
regarding
that interest
as right to learn.
Center immediately after the mistake or of .reprinting
the of the professor by the response
release of the last issue of the entire list of evaluations agaln iii to question no. 10, with the hope
Advocate, we goofed' on the this issue. Anyone who Would like that students will be sure to note
teacher-course
evaluations. Our a corrected copy of the teacher- the corrections on the evaluation
publisher was late with layout course evaluations for the fall sheet previously published, and
. J although the editors worked semester of 1!r17 may obtain one that
any
offended
faculty
with his composition staff until at the Advocate office.
members will understand the
Basement Bacon Hall 676-7325
3:00 a.m. on the morning of the
Below is a list of the teacher- unfortunate
foul-up with tJ1
Contributors: Felicia Altmeyer, Prof. John Banzhaf, Barbara
release (both editors with the course evaluations who were questionnaire.
Beck Shambhu Chopra, Marvin Dang, Dave Ermer, Stephen
flu, full day .of work, and
Friedman Shelley Grant, Tom Greiner, Jim Hambleton, Jim
329-Night: Unfair Trade, Weston
3.9
Heller, Lynn M. Hiner, Steve I~ellis, Peter. Jacobso~, Robert
evening class), we managed to
332-l>~y: Fed. Jurisdiction, Barron
4.3
Krakow, Andrew Lapayowker, Richard LaShier;Martin
Lopez,
misalign
the
columns
of
332-N!ght: Fed. Jurisdiction, Kay ton
3.9
Ralph Nader, Alison G. O'Neil, David Robertson, Jonathan
numerical ratings of professors
334-Nlght: Adv. Criminal Pro., Robinson
3.6
Rothstein, Sylvia Wagner, Bill Walsh.
who taught courses ranging from
336-Day: Federal Income Tax Hambrick
3.1
Da
nos. 329 to 359. As a result, some
338Estate & Gift Tax, H~mbrick
3.9
Editors: Dana Dembrow, Stephen Reimer
of the ratings may have appeared
341-Day:
Labor
Law, Merrifield
3.7
-Produetlon: Bill Licth
to some students to be different
347-Day:lnsurance Pock
Business Manager: Bill Permutt
4.5
than those actually received. We
348-N!ght:
Domesti~ Relations, Potts
3.3
Assoc. Business Manager: Judith E. Dein
apologize to tho o"ofessors af359-Nlght: Patent Law, Kay ton
4.4
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Curriculum

by Dana Dembrow

Counsel: Follow Your Nose
'

page 3

,

National Law Center Bulletin.
courses. Persons wishing to go have an. expansive selection of mendations and list of courses
For those who seek additional
into estate work should take both course offerings, the largest in usually covered on Bar exams,
the country, according to Prof. the following is a breakdown of
advice on what courses to take, the beginning and advanced
The
graduate
the frequency of appearance of
the Advocate consulted with
trusts and estates courses as well Reitze.'
some professors
for their
as gift and estate tax, federal curriculums in patent and in- the most often questioned legal
ternational
law
are
also topics on the bar exams {)fthe 43
recommendations. If you wish to income tax, and an estate
jurisdictions surveyed. Thanks to
especially strong.
specialize in a particular field of planning seminar.
On the other hand, if you don't Prof. Nash for pointing it out to us
law, course preferences
are
In an articIe which appeared in
wish to specialize or are not sure in an article by E. Gordon Gee
generally self-evident. According the February 7 Advocate, Peter
to Prof. Solomon, for example, if Wolf, a general practitioner in what field of law you may and Donald W. Jackson for the
eventually be interested in, you Council on Legal Education for
you want to specialize in income the District
of' Columbia,
may want to pursue a broad Professional Responsibility, Inc.,
tax, you should take federal in- recommended
federal income
range of basic courses. For those called' "Following the Leader?
come tax, estate and gift tax, tax, corporations,domestic
corporate tax, pIus a few of the 15 relations, administrative
law, who aren't fortunate. enough to The Unexamined Consensus in
get
Prof.
Pock's
recorn- Law School Curricula."
to 20 other tax courses available
conflicts of law, trusts and
for particular application in such estates,
agency
and partfields as real estate and land nerships, trial practice court,
development.
federal jurisdiction, commercial
,
PERCENTAGE 01" TIME
If you wish to specialize in law, advanced legal writing,
corporate work, you might want
medicine
for lawyers,
and
COVERED ON BAR EXAM
TOPICS
to take corporations, securities
students in court, for persons
,
regulation, corporate taxation,
wishing to go into-litigation.
Covered in all of the bar exams surveyed:
,law and accounting, business
GW students
interested
in
Criminal Law
.
100
planning,
and other related
environmental
law generally
Evidence
100
Torts
,100
Covered in over 90 percent of the bar exams surveyed:
Real & Personal Property
98
by Prof. John Banzhaf
Contracts
95
leading Supreme Court case on guerilla ·law, working
witll
Partnerships and Corporations
91
standing, greater broadcasting Members'
of
Congress,
Sales and Commercial Paper (DCC)
91
responsiveness,
no-smoking
generating publicity, etc.) and
State and Federal Procedure
91
,
sections on airplanes, a suit to certain aspects of general public
recover the Agnew bribes, TV interest law (e.g., legal ethics
Covered in 70-90'percent of the bar exams surveyed:
emergency broadcasts for the and responsibility,
job op88
Constitutional Law
deaf, warnings about smoking' portunities, how to find funding,
88
Wills
and the pill, and many, many etc.),
86
Trusts & Estates
other victories;
In addition, representatives
72
Equity
In addition, students who do not, from various
legal
action
wish to do projects MAY TAKE organizations
will meet with
Covered in over half of the bar exams surveyed:
THE COURSE FOR ONE OR students to discuss the basic
56
Conflict of Laws
TWO HOURS OF CREDIT, problems and legal precedents in,
51
State and Federal Tax
rather than the three which are theirareas ot interest, some of
required for a legal activism their more interesting cases and
project. Students who elect. to experiences, .Iitigation strategy
take .the rcoarse for less than and tactics, and what the future
three credits will, in addition to seems tohold, Among the topic
by Bill Walsh
attending the weekly seminars, ar~,
expected to be covered
Most law school courses are member. You then are asked to
be asked to either write a paper are: environmental
problems,
confined within the limits of respond to existing conditions, to
on some aspect of legal activism civil rights.vwomen's rights,
classroom
in- initiate new responses, and to
and public interest law, or to restrictions on drug use, rights of traditional
struction,
i.e., the professor
carryon existing law suits and-or
assist a cooperating legal action the handicapped,
consumer
lectures with a style varying other action. The work product
organization in the preparation problems, broadcasting, etc.
between a straight lecture and a your grade depends upon is
or prosecution ofa public interest
Students who have questions
.'
action. '
concerning the new structure and strict socratic style, or there is a anything you do during the game.
clinic
program.
The Land, This can vary from the obvious
The course in Legal Activism format of the Legal Activism
Development Law Course, No. (filing a Iaw-usit): to the less
will meet as a seminar once a course may see Prof. Banzhaf.
501, is a law course of the third obvious (writing
newspaper
week during the SPRING TERM Students who wish to do legal
kind. It attempts within the articles articulating your client's
ON WEDNESDAY FROM NOON activism
projects
are parto viewpointanci
getting them
TILL 2:00 PM. During the term ticularly urged to consult with limitations of practicality,
we will discuss
the basic Prof. Banzhaf prior to the Spring simulate a real life situation. published); or the unexpected
There are no lectures,
no (holding an Anti-8ST Demontechniques of legal activism term.
assigned'
readings,
and no stration on the grounds of LAX,)
(e.g., legal leverage, legal judo,
specified work product required.
If you' are intrigued by the
Instead; .one is faced with a possibilites of this type of course,
realistic factual problem, e.g.," there will be two meetings, where
the noise pollution problem
past participants will discuss the
surrounding
the Los Angeles course, one on Tuesday, March
by Sylvia Wa~er
,-,
.
,
International Airport (LAX) or 21,1978. at 1 :00 p.m. in Room 304
for student
in- the siting problems of a planned and another 7:50 p.m., Tuesday,
Have you ever walked by the established
airport in Palmdale,California
Mar~h 21,. in ~oom 1~1. The
ternships.
,
Outside Placement
Bulletin
(Note: these are real problems spec!al registration requirement
Board in Stockton Hall and
Over 20 students this semester
that exist and have to date of this can be met after the March
wondered what that was all have been working in varied
resisted solution). You are placed ,21st pre:registration
period. ~f
aboutt Many students do not positions, These have included
realize that it is possibleto obtain working
in Sena tor
Met- in a role, e.g., an attorney for the you are interested, attend or, if
an
environmental
you cannot attend,
contact
academic credit for clinical work zenbaum's office, at the Public airport,
that is done outside the Law Defender Service, at Common lawyer, a res presentative at the Professor Brown, Room 411,
School. Students can work in Cause, EPA, Student Press Law airlines, or a local zoning board Stockton Hall.
government or private offices Center, Office of The Motions
and agencies and receive one to Commissioner of D.C. Superior
four credits during the fall, Court, and at a private firm inspring, or summer semesters.
vestigating some aspects of the
consecutive % hour time slots on
Students
cannot,
however,
Maryland prison system.
LEXIS .has been available in
receive pay for their work and
An average of 5 hours per week the GW Law Library for six the terminal up to two days in
advance of the day of intended
still receive academic credit. The per semester credit is required.
weeks now, so it's about time for
outside placement can be set up Pre-registration
will soon be a brief state .of ".the computer use. You may reserve time for a
by the student through his or her upon us - now is a good time to report. Student response to this Monday on the preceding Friday.
own initative, or through in- think of taking a clinical course computerized research tool has No one may reserve time on the'
ternship programs
that have that will involve you with the been extraordinary. More than computer unless they have first
developed over a period of time community, and where you can 200 students have already gone been trained.
lf you have problems in conthrough the Legal Aid Bureau or put all those classroom-learned
through
the
two training
ducting your search on the
the Community Legal Clinic. The legal skills to work. And, in some sessions, and may now reserve
computer, please contact me or
Clinic office in 101 Bacon has a instances,
these
internship
time on the terminal.
any other person on the Law
listing and description of the programs can lead to future
.' You
may reserve up to
non- Library staff.
'
various
programs
already
salaried positions.

After some 16 to 20 years of
schedUling one's -Hfe around the
semester cIaendar, a Pavlovian
response to fall registration
would seem natural
as the
warmth of spring approaches
It's difficult for some of us to
comprehend what we'll be doing
several months hence but we're
used to advance academic planning by now in order to fulfill
educational goals.
The lack of student interest in a
previous curriculum counseling
program caused the Law School
administration to terminate the
system some years ago. Today
one can pick up advice on course
priorities by conferring privately
with professors
and fellow
students and by attending SBA
counseling sessions. But most of
the information you need you
already know, or can find in the

Sub/eels on Bar Exams

Legal Activism
For many years the course in
Legal Activism (Law 396) has
been synonymous with the slogan
"SUE THE BASTARDS," and
with the idea of GWU law
students bringing their own legal
actions to benefit the public interest.
Indeed, law students have
initiated their own proceedings in
many different courts and before
most of the major federal
agencies. They have argued their
own cases before courts up to and
including the U.S. Supreme
Court, negotiated
their own
million-dollar
settlements,
testified many times before
congressional committees and
various agencies, and in some
cases even obtained jobs after
graduation as a direct result of
their legal activist work.
However, many students who
have expressed the desire to
learn more about legal activism
and public interest law find that
they do not have the time to
undertake a major legal action
project,previously'
a
requirement
of the course.
Others are not sure that they are
really interested in' public interest law, and are simply
seeking to learn more about it.
Finally, there are many students
who feel that they are interested
in public interest law, but would
like to be exposed to many different aspects of it before making
any further course or career
choices.
'
In an attempt to meet these
many desires, Legal Activism
has been restructured. During
the NEXT YEAR 0978-79) , it
will be taught in a seminarformat in the SPRING 02-2 PM
on Wed'); and will be designed to
acquaint students with the basic
techniques of legal activism and
to Introduce them to a number of
different public interest law
areas.
Students who wish to do a legal
action project may of course
continue to do so. Students who
have. the time, ability, and
'initiative to do so may wish to
follow in the footsteps of students
who achieved corrective
advertising at the' FTC, school-bus
safety standards, the National
Center for Law and Ute Deaf,
increased
food labeling,
the

Law Games

Community Clinic

two

page
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In Befween The "Sheefs:Recenf FecleralDecislons
that

interview, to teU Holtz
you
are a jogger, for jogging is listed
This is the'fourth article of a as his hobby.
continuing
series wher.ein I Q. Greatl Now what if I get an
respond to, in print, oral inquiries interview with Senator Hanson
received
at the 3rd floor himself?
ReferenceDesk. All answers can A. Two sources will be useful.
be found in between the sheets of T.he Con~ressional Directory
paper of a variety. of reference
gives a biographical sketch of
sources.
him, as does Who's Who in
Q. Jim (you ask), are there any
American Politics. Both sources
sources, besides U.S. Law Week - could give you a head start in
where I can get access to verY your job Interview.
recent federal cases.
Q. What ifl want to Interview
A. Funny you should ask (I with a judge. Can you suggest
respond). West Publishing Co. anything1has ,Just begun 'a brand new A. But of course. The American
service called, strangely enougn
Bench
1977
combines
~est's Federal Case News. FCN biographical
information
on
IS a weekly summary of cases
thousands of judges from all
decided in the various federal - levels of state and federal courts
courts _ from the Supreme Court with
jurisdictional
and
to the Court of Military Appeals.
The great thing about this new
service
is that the recent
decisions are indexed by subject.
_For example, you could find the
most recent case dealing. with
say,
"Cruel
and
Unusuai
Punishment"
(for you S&M
freaks). Rigbt now FCN is on
reserve. Additional copies have
been o~dered, however, and will most likely be shelved by the
federal cases when they arive.
Q. How current are the eitations?
A.. There appears to be about a,
two to three week gap between
the date of decision and the time
FCN is published."
Q. I assume the whole test of the
case is not printed, is that
correctt
A. That's correct. Each voi~e .
reports about 200cases per week.
What is included is the name of
the case, the court in which it was
decided, the docket number, the
date of decision, and a brief
summary of the case (about 75100 words in length). The summaries are quite well done.
by Jim Heller

!

Q. Is there any way I can get the

full decisien? '.
" A. I'm glad you asked that
question. Besides slip _.opinions,
you can use that marvel of
marvels-the
instrument
that
makes Ohio famous (no, not
Woody Hayes)--LEXIS.
You
could get access to the appropriate LEXIS file and thensearch for the case either by its
name or its _docket number.
There are, of course, other quick
sources besides USLW LEXIS
and this new West publication:
, Don't forget the looseleaf service
•- CCH, BNA, and Prentice-Hall.
Q. Jim, you sure have your shot
together, How do you do 'it?
Meanwhile,l
have another
question. I have a job interview
with a Peter Holtz, who is the
Legislative
Assistant
to the
Senator from Wyoming, Clifford
Hanson.
I'd like to know
something about this Holtz fellow
before I see him. Can you help?
A. Kaopectate is the answer.
Q. That will tell me if Holtz has
his shot together?
A. That and the Coilgressional'
Staff Directory - a very uSeful
reference book. In additi()n to
listing, among other things, the
staff's'of
the members
of
Congress, brief biographies of
these persons are included. We
are ~ven Peter Holtz' parentage,
marital status, education, former
occupations, religion, and even
hobbies. It won't hurt, in this
L--~~

geographical information on the
courts they serve. This is a brand
new reference book that should
be extremely valuable for a
variety
of purposes.
I am
assuming that the judge you're
Interviewing with is alivetone
- would be amazed at the number
of dead people who have fairly
important
positions
in the
District of Columbia). .Should
your interview be with a dearly
departed judge, I recommend the
Biographical Dictionary of the
Federal Judiciary. All of these
reference books are available on
the third floor of the Law
Library.
One more thing. Assuming that
the jurisdiction
you are interested in is included in the
LEXIS data base, you can use the

computer to find the decisions ~ -NCAA',.
a particular judge. This might
A. Michigan, of course.
help you decide whether or not Q. But Michigan is not in the
you want to, clerk for that Judge. - NCAA playoff, this year.
Q. WOW, Jiml (You exclaim). A. In that case I'D go with Duke'
This is all reaDy helpful. By the - they ha ve the best lOOking
way, who do you like in the cheerleaders.

Need $1,000?
Any inCan you write? Are you, m- Counsel foundation.
suran~e-relat~
subject is apteres ted in insurance? If you've
,lDcluding
trial
answered
"Yes! "
to
the prop~late,
practice of msurance litigation
preceding questions and you are
All entries must be submitted o~
a second or third year student,
or before May I, 1978. See the
you ought to consider entering
ABA-LSD buUetin board (first
the American Bar Association
floor, Stockton Hall) for further
student essay contest sponsored
details ..
by the Federation of Insurance

March 23
The HonorableClare Boothe Luce,
former Ambassador to Italv
'!"e Honorable Stuart Symington,
_tonner Senator from Missouri
Euro-Communisrn-sl-low
the United States React?

Should

¥~erator:
Philip Geyelin,
Editorial Page Editor,
"Wa;shington Post "
March 30
Kevin Phillips, 'pclitical anal~'st
julesWitcover,
, syndicated columnist
Nichola s von Hoffman, columnist
Congressional

Election Prospects

Moderator: Catherine
ABC News

Nati?nal Town Meeting

Mackin
'

April 6

l~_;;;;;;__ ~--_;;;;;;;;;;
__ dJ
"For God's
_ sake, let US freely hear both sides.""
- Thoma>. JeftcNon
In a d emocracy, divergent ideas
I
d
are not feared, but welcomed. In _ se e~te topic, and then the
audience is invited to "'5' k
t h e early days of ou{hation town
'"
meetings guaranteed citize~s an
questi.o~s. Among the guests
opportunity to express their
that ~Itlzens have queried at,
views, to ,differ and to reconcile
-rneenngs over the past four years
those differences.
are: Shere Hite, Senators .Barry
GoI~water and Edward Kennedy
Patrick Buchanan, Alcm
.,
Yes, America has changed, but .
Greenspan, and Pierre Salinger. ,
the needs to discuss problems ofnational concern have not.
This year's meetings are
Natio!"a1 Town Meeting,scheduled for 10:30 a.rn. on
established by Mobil in 1974, is
Thursdays at the John F.
our way of providing a forum for
Ke~nedyCenter. You'll fmd the
the community for open (and
tOpiCSar:'d guests for the next
often heated) discussions of
month hsted to the right~ Come
today's vital issues.
to a tow.n meet!og an? e~press
-.~our po~t of View. It s lively. It's
The format of National Town
mfOnnatlve. And it's free ..
Meeting is simple: Two guest
speakers ~ave their say on a

Senator John Tower (R-Texas)
Joan Claybrook, Administrator:
.National Highway Traffic
'
Safety Administration
. Dr. Barry. Commoner, Director,
Center for the Biology of
Natural Systems
Is the Era of Reform Really Over?
Mode~tor: Jack Gennond,
Washingt~n Star
, AprillJ
Representative

Robert H. Michel

Dr. B.F. Skinner:
be~avioral psych~logist
- Ehzabeth Janeway, author

~
Mytk and Morning,
Women Awakening
SocialForces and the Shape of
'

A ur Lives

Mode;cator: Andrew J. Glass,
Washmgton -Bureau Chief.
Cox Newspapers
'
John F. Kennedy 'Center
Every Thursday

10:30 A.M.

Free Admission
Broadcast Live WETA~FM

~~_~

-Mcbir
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rrwn~:~LookAt A"· These Cop Cars"
~e ~ost crime of all seven
districts even though we're the
smallest. At 14th and T, you'll
find prostitution and narcotics
every night. It's slower' in the
winter, though. When the
weather warms up, seems like
they all crawl out of their holes
and start doing their thing."
The accident was the work of
two female drivers, a steep hill
and a sheet of ice left over from
the previous day's snowstorm.
Damage to a parked car complicated matters. A small traffic
jam had already occurred.
Officer Hornberger effortlessly
slid the two cars across the ice,
clearing the intersection. He then
returned to Car 101, where he
began completing the first of
many forms, which he' kept
producing from some vast and
mysterious deposit hidden in the
front seat.
Each woman visited the police
car. Both were visibly nervous as
they presented identification and
answered cursory questions.
The faces of the passersby that
night showed expressions
ranging from curiosity to hilarity
to sympathy. Most people notice
an idling police ear flashing its
red lights, but this particular car,
with its bearded, long-haired
cargo seemed to provoke not
only ~tares but animated comment as well. Certainly we appeared to be victims of some sort
of mass arrest.
Forms kept appearing on the

official clipboard. The women
concluded their private conference and returned to Car 101.
Forty-five minutes at 19th and
Baltimore stretched into an hour.
Finally, Officer Hornberger put
down his pen.
"Now, Mrs. Gonzalez. You
were coming down the hill here
you tried to stop at the corner but
you slid on the ice. Let me tell
you, Mrs. Gonzales, you're at
fault here. I'll say it but I won't
put it in writing. I'm not charging
anyone. But don't ~o sliding
around on the ice anymore and if
if you do, wait til I'm out of the
area."
Crusingback to the station, one
of us asked the question foremost
in our minds after spending over
an hour on a "minor traffic accident.'
"Is this a typical Saturday
night?"
"Well, it's after the first of the
month when all the welfare and
unemployment checks come out.
There are some real bad robberies at the first of the month,
but everyone's spent all their .
money by now."
Offficer Hornberger went into
the station to find a sergeant to
sign his accident report. Whenhe
returned, he told us he wanted to
talk to us about, "the idea that'
policemen have no feelings."
"There may be a guy involved
in a case where two young black
guys beat up an eighty-year-old
woman. And this guy might

really want to get those two guys.
But most guys who start . out
caring that way turn Into
alcoholics.
"But take the guys in
Homocide. They have to make a
joke of the brutality of crime. 'My
first homocide, I almost got
sick. The homocide detective
walked in, with his suit on,
smokinghis pipe. He got over and
shakes the dead man's hand and
then turn around and opens his
briefcase. Takes out a salami
sandwich and starts eating it.:"
"Now you see why people say
cops don't have any feelingscThey have to be that way.'"
Officer Hornberger said that
since we only had an hour left on
his shift, we'd just be cruising
around the district. Also,he said,
he didn't feel like filling out any
more accident reports.
Weasked about the prosittution
on 14thStreet.
"Well, the police have two
ways of dealing with prostitution.
First, a plainclothes man viill
cruise around and pick a
prostitute up. After she gets in
the car, she has to say what she'll
doand for how much, and then he
.can arrest her. Then there are
undercover policewomen who
dress up as prostitutes. All they
have to do is wait for a guy to
drive up and solicit them, and
they've got him.
"But those are the sad stories.
Forty-, fifty-year-old men, from

the suburbs, probably with kids
at home, coming into the station
crying.
"There's nothing wrong with
prostitution, except for the
violence and robberies that go
along with it. They ought to put
all the prostitutes into one section
of the city. You could take care of
them easier that way."
- Later that night, the three of us
wondered about this solution to
prostitution. We thought D.C.'s
prostitutes were already concentrated in one section of the
city.
But the question of how to
control prostitution reminded
Officer Hornberger of another
problem. He talked about dealing
with blacks.
"I
know this'll
sound
prejudiced but here goes. Nine
times out of ten a white treats a
policeman with respect. A black
won't unless there's a gun
pointed in his face. I had to learn
to talk to them, saying
motherfucker every other word,
You can't talk intelligent to' a
black person."
An uneasy silence followedthis
statement. We weren't sure how
to respond. The omnipresent
radio crackled.
The car leapt away from the
corner so abruptly that the two of
us in the back seat lost our
balance. The sirens seemed
deafening to one accustomed to
hearing them from ,Ii distance.

The red flashers lit up the faces
of drivers screeching to a halt
around Thomas Circle.
We had joined a group of four
other police cars before Officer,
Hornberger told us we had
responded to a security guard's
request for assistance in handling a prowler. Also he told us
that there
had been a
"disregard" message on the
radio while we travelled to the
scene. None of us had heard
either message.
"Look at all these cop cars,"
said Officer Hornberger with a
chuckle. "There's
nothing
happeningso they all showedup.
Just like a bunch of little boys."
All that remained of the
evening was to cruise back to the
police station to wait our the last
fifteen minutes of the shift. We
took our place in a line of other
scout cars parked a block from
the station. Officer Hornberger
said that from this vantage point
we could see the cars of the next
shift pull out to relieve the
evening shift.
If there was a perfect time to
commit a crime in the third
district, it would have to be at
10:45p.m. on a Saturday night.
By then, the evening shift won't
respond to any more calls, and
the all-nightshift hasn't come out
yet. The three of us concludedin
retrospect that if we ever had to
resort to a life of crime, we would
remember the third district,
10:45p.m. Saturday night.
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2030 M STREET N.W.
(Corner of 21 st and M)

Open 7 days
7 e.rn, till 11p.m, Mon-Fri
lOa.m. till 11_p.m.-sSat
10 e.m, till 1()p.m. · Sun
Fabulous 5-page Menu
Carry Out Available All Day

~ge'

Friendly Backgammon
at our Bar
or Compete for high score
on your choice of eight
Pinball Machines

Separate Pinball and Game RoomSoft Ice Cream and Frozen Yogurt
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A Tithing
by Ralph Nader
One of the tests of a democracy
is whether
various
groups
within the society can initiate a
stream of events that can advance the course of justice for all
citizens. Given their resolve and
imagination,
law
students
represent one of the groups which
photo by David Robertson
Ralph Nader in Stockton Hall
can make a signal difference in
both the quality and level of the
law's response to serious social
problems.
In the next two months,
students from over twenty law
schools will attempt to establish
a structure
to champion
by Dana Dembrow
masses but from those concerned
adequate and expeditious access
Two weeks ago in Stockton 101 members of the legal profession
to justice at national, state and
when Mr. Nader finished his plea and other social analysis who are
local levels. For during the last
for the formation of an Equal more
attuned
to the in- ten years, enough documentation
Justice Foundation, he started a sufficiencies
of the general
has been assembled
about
discussion to learn what GW welfare
and
possess
the poverty,
discrimination,
..students thought about the law. capability of dealing with the pollution,
consumer
fraud,
He asked for a nose count of the problems that face the nation.
corporate crime, governmental
crowd's year in school and the
The critical
impasse to the corruption and waste to warrant
tally seemed to indicate that mobilization of young attorneys
their action. In addition, the
standing in numer of credits in an effort toward individual and opinions of the Burger Court have
completed
was
inversely
social justice, is the creation of a restricted
access to justice
related to proportion
in at-system
of financing public in- procedurally and across a broad
tendance. "Was anybody sur- terestlaw in America. The Equal
spectrum--two
examples
are
prised?" he said. An informal Justice Foundation may bean ' consumer
class actions and
survey of the existence, mem- answer. Maybe there will be no standing to sue.
bership and leadership of the answer until there are so many
At the same time, the concurrent organizations
of the disenchanted
lawyers out of centration of power in the United
National Law Center also tends work that they decide to give up States proceeds
with little
to reveal that overall par- trying to pay rent and start
abatement.
Fewer
giant
ticipation
among graduating
eating pleadings for sustenance.
multina tional .corpora tions
students is somewhat less than Maybe there will be no answer at control. larger sectors. of the
that of the newer classes. There all. But don't be surprised if the economy. Governments, whose
are good reasons for . extra- movement of the next decade is functions include tempering the
curricular
inactivity
among conducted by crews of young unjust effects of corporate firms
students closer to graduation,
advocates
penetrating
the with democratic power, have
since bar exams and job-hunting peoples' barriers to equity with become indentured to those same
occupy a lot of one's time and demands
for more relaxed
economic forces.
energy. But perhaps the ten- standing requirements and more
Although all these events have
dency is also indicative of a efficient agency responsiveness
long been front page news, there
change in peoples' participatory
to public need. If this is the next has certainly .been insufficient
patterns.
advancement of U.S. society, it corrective response by our legal
From the screaming protests. 'rnay very well be conducted at and political institutions. The
against the nation's military GW's front doorstep, and every first requirement to help change
commitment in Viet Nam to law student in Washington-ean
this situation
is a broader
the well-publicized
but quiet take
pride
in pioneering
deployment
of the
legal
ushering-out of one of the most the movement.
organized adininistrations
that
the people have ever put into
power in this country, the current
classes enrolled in law school
One step toward solution of board of trustees to be replaced
have been great fluctuations in
overall levels of public par- these legal problems, according
by an election when the Founticipation in and alineation from, to Nader, is the Equal Justice
'dation reached the "take-off"
political activity. Maybe the Foundation. This Foundation,
stage. The structure would be
initially
by law
apa thy of the present is due to the organized
regional and national in nature,
and
maintained
lack of currentfocus in the media students
with a balance between local
on a single grievous and inspiring thereafter as these students enter
autonomy
(in direction
and
concern. Maybe, as Mr. Nader the profession, would serve as a disposition
of funds)
and
suggested, this is the calm before means for the legal profession to
national coordination. Nader also
institutionalize reform of the
emphasized that EJF would not
the storm.
If it is, it is doubtful that the legal system. The Foundation
be a national legal aid but would
next mini-revolution
will be would be a self sufficient confocus on law reform. Local
organization
characteristic of the past ones. tributor-controlled
chapters would be able to partake
No teeming masses of frustrated which would provide the exin selective
litigation
which
freaks will be hurling beer bottles pertise to solve the problems of
would have broad impact, and
through their university win- access, and other problems such
would supplement and promote
as pollution,
which Nader
dowpanes.
But a growing
the work of legal aid agencies
as "massive
recognition of .social injustice characterized
and clinics without merely
may be calmly
brewing. The violence to the environment" and
duplicating this type of service.
general population will probably the corporate crime epidemic or
The question
and answer
in the suites."
The
remain
largely
docile and "crime
period revolved around the
essentially
content with the Foundation would also fill the
mechanics of the Foundation. To
of public interest
status quo, unless the state of the vacuum
all of these questions Nader
economy worsens to some degree representation which now exists
expressed his view that the
of deprivation beyond a passive in policy and rule making
structure and objectives of the
of governmental
pinch of the pocket book of the hearings
Foundation would be determined
agencies.
typical enjoyer of comfortable
by the "titers" , i.e. the members,
Funding the Foundation would
living. Yet, the need for systemic
on the principle of one man-one
vote or otherwise if the members
change, especially within the come from "tithing", l.e, pledges
so desired. Nader repeatedly
judicial branch of government, is of 1 percent or more of gross
increasingly apparent. The next salaries as students move into stressed that the structure of the
"movement"
may very well the profession ".Nader envisaged
organ!zation is not defined, that a
spring not from activated public that there would be a transition
tentative proposal was prepared

Ending an Era

of Apathy?

Way to Justice

profession
to permit
more
lawyers opportunities to work on
lasting system change and to
represent
clients
who are
presently shut out of our legal
system.
This is where la~
students can make a dramatic
contribution to our country.
Together with a number of
public interest lawyers, I have
joined with students ftom a
growing number of law schools to
propose the establishment of.the
Equal
Justice
FoundatIon.
Several members of law school
faculty have taken a keen interest in this effort as well.
The Equal Justice Foundation
will be a nationwide, contributorcontrolled, decentralized
network of lawyers to advance
nationally, regionally and locally
work on issues of access to
justice. It will be funded by
tithing» law students will pledge
to contribute one percent or more
of their postgraduate income to
the work ofEJF
Although
the tithers
will
determine the policy of the Equal
Justice Foundation,
the consensus so far indicates that this
new engine for justice will have
an office in Washington, where
critical-reform
legislation and
litigation will be advocated. The
Foundation would maintain local
grassroots
chapters
to advance access
to justice
on
procedural
and substantive
grounds. EJF would be governed
by an elected board of directors.
. The concept of tithing by the
bar has a history of adherents. It
was proposed
by legal aid
pioneer Reginald Heber Smith
back in 1912. At the 1968 annual
meeting of the American Bar
Association, tithing was urged by
Common Cause founder John
Gardner.
Those who know well both the .
deficiencies and the possibilities
of the legal
system,
law
students and lawyers, have R
e ,

N~der on Equal Justic,e Foundation

special obligation to provide
concrete support for its improvement. And as part of the
more idealistic dimension of the
legal profession, law students are
initiating
the Equal Justice
Foundation drive, just as their
predecessors
rna rshalled
energies a few years ago to help
the civil rights and anti-war
movements.
With one major
difference--the EJF will have
continuity and full time staff
situated around the country to
enlist broader
student and
lawyer participation in its activities.
As one recent law graduate
with loans outstanding put it, the
crucial time is now for organizing
EJF; it is not the "time to trot
out the old excuses of 18units and
law school debts." It is time to
take some of the priviledges of
belonging to the bar in America
and translate them into exciting
professional obligations to make
a better society. There are few
students who cannot find a few
hours a week to work to establish
. an access-to-justice organization,
And there are fewer students who
cannot give one percent of their
income as practicing lawyers to
establish what could truly be
called an historic undertaking of
historic advocacy.
A model could be established
for other professions to emulate
as these, callings explore ways to
apply their collegial ethics to the
problems to which they can
minister
under
a
tithing
arrangement.
Details about the Equal Justice
Foundation
proposal
are
available from the organizing
group of students at your law
school. I hope you will be able
to join with them and with other
public interest lawyers, including
our associates, who are assisting
in this effort to advance the
American justice system.

continued from page 1 ••••••••••

oy student representatives from
over 20 law schools, but this
proposal is subject to the approval of the first group of
tithers.
The aspect of EJF Nader·
emphasized most. was that law
stu~ents become "pioneers", by
~~I~g on what is the responsibility of the profession asa
whole--promoting equal justice.
In . our society, said Nader
lawyers are the "catalysts".
It;
IS
necessary
for
law
students
to
catalyze
the
movement for equal justice since
the rest of the profession is not
doing enough in this area. Nader
also pointed out that though EJF
was an organization of lawyers
eventually it would be natural fo;
it to promote alliances with
parallel movements
in other
professions.
Toward the end of his talk
Nader exhorted the gathering of
law students to "overthrow your
apat~y" and support the Equal
Justice
Foundation.
He
recoun~ed his experience of legal
educa,bon as a narrowing, sterile,
experIence-and of his law school
<Harvard) as a "high lX'iced too)!

factory"
which abdicated. a
responsibility to train persons to
view legal problems as they
affect
a variety
of social
. problems.
In an informal interchange with students Nader
remarked
that he had experienced in his law school
.career in the 1950'S, a quietude
similar to the current attitude
prevalent among students.
After the talk Nader and EJF
organizer Craig Kubey met with
a group
of GW students
organizing EJF at the National
Law Center,
to assess the
potential for the organization at
GW. It appeared to the group
that there was potential for
success in an organizing effort.
.The group has begun to contact
third year students to obtain
pledges for EJF. The group also
envisages using the law school
Equal
Justice
Foundation
chapter as a forum for students
interested in issues relating to
access
to justice,
Several
students
remarked
that the
appearance of Nader may signal
Ul~ end of a long drought of
student activity at the Law
Center.
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�;lMarijuana Herbicide

ContestedByG~Studen~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

procedures which may result in
paraquat's removal from the
market.
..
The suit focuses principally
upon the serious pot~~tial health
effects on U.S. citizens who
unknowingly smo~.e paraquatcontaminated marijuana. Recent
government.
analyses
of
marijuana seized near the U.S.
Mexican border found up to 20
percent of the samples contamina ted , some Wlt~ levels as
high as 44,000 tt~es
the
maximum level permitted on
U.S. fo~st~ffs.
.
The swt IS captioned NORML
v. U.S. Department of State.
NORML is the acronym for the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, the
organization which lobbies for
marijuana decriminalization.
George Farnham,
Steve
lnkellis, and David Lennett are
the three GW students working
on the suit. George Farnham is
Assistant
to the
National
Director of NORML. Peter H.
Myers, Chief
Counsel
for
NORML, is a GW law school
graduate and former assistant to
Professor Banzhaf. Mr. Myers
was involved in a number of
student projects,
including
SCRAP, SOUP , SAVE.
One of the major issues of the.
action is the question of the applicability of NEPA to foreign
actions. The State Department
has
consistently
claimed
exemption from NEPA, despite
the fact that it did prepare an
environmental impact statement
for its Panamal Canal Treaty
negotiations. In anearlier
contested
herbicide
spraying
program, State Department
signed a stipulation
order
agreeing to comply with NEPA,
rather than taking the chance of
setting an adverse precedent.
There is authority, however, for
the proposition that there must
be NEPA compliance in the case
of foreign programs which will
have impacts upon the U.S. Inthe
leading case, Sierra Club v.
Coleman, the Department
of
Transportation was required to
prepare an environmental impact statement
covering the
from
page 1

effects of construction of th
Darie~ Gap Highway in Centra~
Ame~lca.
Recently,
the
PreSIdent's
Council on Environmental Quality, the body
charged with NEPA oversight
ha~ proposed new regulation~
which require that foreign impacts be covered. The issue is a
~ot.P?tato, and certainly ripe for
judicial settlement.
.
In the meantime, caution is
advised for marijuana smokers.
Contaminated
marijuana
is
indistinguishable
from clean
samples, and may in fact appear
to be golden in color, ordinarily
an indication of high quality
grass,
National Director of NORML
Keith Stroup asks; "How can our
government in good conscience
urge the spraying of marijuana
with extremely toxic herbicides
without
first considering the
health consequences to those who
smoke it. At the least, the federal
government has an obligation to
insure that its actions do not
harm the health of any of its
citizens,
including
the approximately
15 million people
who smoke marijuana.
This
obligation does not disappear just
because marijuana is classified
as an illegal substance."
The suit also challenges U.S.
involvement in the spraying of
poppy fields. The principal
herbicide
in use in poppy
eradication is 2,4-D, suspected by
some of causing birth defects.
Anyone who suspects he or she
may
have
contaminated
marijuana can have it tested. A
licensed
pharmaceutical
labora tory,
PharmChem
Research Foundation, 1844 Bay
Road, Palo Alto, California
94303, (415) 322-9941,will perform
the test for five dollars. Send one
gram of the suspect marijuana
wrapped in plastic and placed in
an envelope for mailing. Enclose
a random five-digit number.
After one week, call PharmChern, give them the five-digit
number, and they will give the
results. Last week, up to 13
percent of samples they had
tested were contaminated.

Dean's Search

the members of the committee
and to the participants at the
Airlie House Conference.
In February the Student Dean
Search Committee, under the pro
tempore chairmanship of then
SBA-President
John Beardsworth resolved to expand into a
seven member committee, as
originally envisioned by Prof.
Barron. Notice of the vacancies
was posted and five applicants
were interviewed. In view of the
interest and varying ideas that
the candidates contributed, the
Committee
amended
the
previous resolution and decided
to admit five additional members. The committee consists of
eight second year students, John
Beardsworth,
Barbara
Beck,
Doug Day, Dana Dembrow, Dave
Ermer,
Ira Kaplan, Robert
Krakow and Sam Malizia, and
two fir~t year students, Randi
Edmond and Regina Tate.

(Editor's Note: The following statement was signed
by 24 members of the National Lawyer's Guild.
They plan to circulate their recommendations in
petition form to the student body as a whole.)
To Be Submitted to the Student Dean search
::::ommittee:
I. INTRODUCTION
We Law Center students have been docile and
submissive consumers of our legal educations for
too long. With the dean search committee currently
preparing to choose a new dean (and assistant
dean) who will take office in fall 1979, this is a
particularly appropriate time to consider the many
curriculum- and faculty-related problems with the
law school which ought to be examined and
resolved. These problems are long-standing ones;
but their existence is also noteworthy because we
will want to elicit the dean candidates' attitudes
with respect to these areas of concern. We urge the
selection of a person for the deanship who supports
meaningful student consultation and participation
in law school policy decisions. If such a person is
hired as dean, improvement of student-facultyadministration relations might be one beneficial
result. The present status ofthoserelations, we feel,
is abysmal.
.
This statement identifies some of our areas of
concern, in the hope that a constructive dialogue
will begin between students and faculty.
II. AREAS OF SPECIAL CONCERN
(l) We strongly support the continuation and
further improvement of all our clinical programs,
which we consider to be among the best aspects of
the law school.
(2) We view the Legal Research and Writing
course as a high priority and in need of improvement. Some students find the quality of instruction they get in this course grossly inadequate;
legal writing classes should be smaller by about five
times; some students find the treatment of ethics in .
the course inadequate; the course should probably
be made into a full year course with additional
credits, perhaps with moot court as the second half
of the course.
(3) At last month's "Airlie Home" faculty conference, the faculty considered a proposal to abolis~
the night school program (on grounds that It
damages
the school's reputation).
The administration did not inform students.that such a
step was under consideration, much les.s in~ire
into students' views on the subject. Full-time night
school students have long-standing and welljustified grievances about course offerings. The
administration and faculty must become more
responsive to their needs.
0

III. CURRICULUM ISSUES
(1) Students should have a real voice regarding
what courses are offered in a given semester and at
what intervals various advanced courses are offered.
ITEM: We are offered a much more limited
choice of courses for spring semester than for fall
semester.
ITEM: Students should be consulted as to what
new courses they would. like to see added to the
curriculum. For instance, there is- presently no
course in the area of Welfare Rights, which might
be selected by many students were it offered.
ITEM: The course catalogue should be an accurate representation
of courses that will be
available to GW students. Examples of course not
offered for at least the two year period 1977-78and
1978-79include Community Economic Development
and Comparative Law. Alternatively, the school
should provide us with a three-year projection of
class schedules so that we will be forewarned that
we may have only one opportuni ty in three years to
take a desired course.
(2) Student involvement in developing final exam
schedules is imperative. We think the present type
0

On March 8, the full student
committee met and elected Dana
Dembrow as Chairperson a':ld
Randi Edmond. as Vice Chairperson. A resolution was also
adopted to delegate to these
members the responsibility of
serving as the liason members to
the faculty committee.
T~e
committee
directed
their
executive officers to contact the
faculty and alumni c~mmitte~s
in order to determ10e their
planned courses of action. In a
further effort at coordinatio.n of
efforts, the student. coml~l1ttee
showed an interest 10 having a
faculty its committee
attend
meetings andm~mber
10 sen- L
ding liason ~e~bers
to the
/ alumni commIttee.
More importantly, .the committee is now calling ~p.on
students to recommend qualified
candidates to be the next dean.
Since the interviewing process

will begin next fall, it is important that we begin receiving
recommendations nows.
Input by. any interested
member
of the university
community is encouraged by the

of schedule is unreasonable: it is ludicrous tnat so
many of us at this law school are precluded from
taking certain preferred course only because if we
took them our exam schedule would be outrageous.
Nor is there any convincing reason why students
should not be able to flexibly determine our own
exam schedules.
(3) Classes in general are too big. Their size is not
conducive to carrying on classroom discussions.
Often students cannot even hear each other or the
professor speaking. Of course, this problem is
related to that of the quality of the faculty, since
often students prefer one professor in overwhelming numbers.
(4) Additional curriculum review might be
beneficial, such as an evaluation of the first year
curriculum. For instance, it might be preferable to
teach civil procedure first rather than second
semester, as is done at many law schools. Another
general curriculum question that might be posed is
whether the Law Center offers enough public interest oriented courses relative to the number of
corporate business oriented courses.
IV. FACULTY ISSUES
(1) We support the present policy whereby the
dean and assistant deans teach classes in addition
to their administrative responsibilities. This will
provide an opportunity for the next dean to be involved with students at the academic level and
thereby be aware of students' attitudes about the
law school. The next dean could also act as an
exemplar for the rest of the faculty of a high quality
of teaching.
(2) The dean search committee should expend the
utmost effort to consider a minority person or
woman for the dean position. The Law Center
should also improve its minority recruitment efforts in hiring new faculty.
. ITEM: The present full-time faculty is comprised
of 38 white males, two women, and two blacks.
We also urge the administration to pursue vigocous
efforts to recruit minority students.
(3) Teaching ability should be the major factor
both in tenure decisions and in hiring new faculty.
ITEM: In the recent survey conducted by SBA,
students clearly expressed their view that the level
of teaching is one of the worst aspects of the Law
Center.
ITEM: Two part-time professorS who received
among the highest student ratings in recent years
are no longer providing us with their teaching
ability. David Kempler was, and is, approved by the
faculty to be a part-time professor atGW, but last
year he was rejected when he applied for a full-time
position for this academic year. Professor Speiller
also taught here part-time and then sought a fulltime position. He found one - at Rutgers.
(4) We strgngly urge the faculty to adopt the
practice of discussing their teaching approaches
among themselves. We hope the next dean will
support this concept of ,~r
discussien
and
evaluation. Specifically, one topic that needs to be
discussed by faculty Iso,the subject matter they
cover in their courses. For'instance, criminal and
constitutional law professors should coordinate who
is to cover the topic of constitutional criminal
procedure, to ensure that that topic does not get
omitted by default.
V. A CONCLUDING WORD
We urge the formation of student-faculty committees to address these problems. We also would
welcome SBA attention to them. A good dean will
not be able to resolve all these issues without the
participation of a substantial number of students
and faculty. But the person selected should be
someone who has demonstrated concern for the
problems we have discussed above. And if he or she
is also aware of problems and characteristics
unique to GW, the new dean will perhaps be able to
provide some focus, some sense of community something which is sorely lacking now.
by the GW Lawyers Guild Chapter

...
Student Dean Search Committee.
Nominations
or suggestions
which you may have may be left
in the committee box in the SBA
office on the third floor of Bacon
HalL

The next meeting of the student
committee will be held this
Wednesday, March 22, in the
Hoover Room of the law library
and all students are invited to
attend.

:~gel

ABA/AALS Inspection

Help Wanted: ABA Liasons

D' ..
f Copyright
Law;
Public
law school as portrayed by its draft of their final report of which requires it to give good
The La~ Student 1VlS~O~0
Contract Law; Public Utility
self-study, the team members findings will be prepared. This reasons why its accreditation
the ~e:lcan Bar A~soclabon Law; Real Property Law;
would try to determine how well draft willthen be sent to the Dean should not be ended.
wan~liaisons to varlO~s ABA Science and Technology; and
Sections and Committees.
D' .. n
the self-study reflected reality. and President for any factual
Mr. Frankino indicated that far
Id
Young Lawyers IVISIO.
They also wouldexamine closely corrections, after which the final end of the spectrum _ the "show
Interested ca~didates shou
, Other vacancies are to the
those issues raised by the report. report will be written.
cause" order __ is not that
contact Marvin Dang at 659- following Standing ComTo help them in their factThis final report is distributed unusual. A final loss of ac3834or ~helley~rant at 296-. mittees:
Standards
for
finding, members of the in- to the Accreditation Committee creditation, however, is unusual.
3117for intormatiou on how to Criminal
Justice;
Enspection team sat in on classes, of the A.B.A.'s Section of Legal Mter a "show cause" order
api::;; list of available
vironmental ~aw;_ Lawy~r
talked with professors, and met Education and Admissionsto the issues, the Council determines
positions
are
as
follows:
the
Referral ~ervlce; Legal Aid
with students individually and in Bar and to the Accreditation how best to handle the situation.
ABA Sections
of Ad- and Indigent . Defendants;
groups. These meetings occupied Committee of the A.A.L.S. for Another commission might be
ministrative Law; Antitrust; . Pro f e s s Ion a I ~ are e r
most of Monday and Tuesday. their consideration.Copiesof this constituted to hear the case, or
Bar Activities; Corporation, D e ~ e.1 0 pm e nt,
and
By Tuesday' evening the team final report are also sent to the another visitation team may be
Banking
and
Business
Law;
Specialization,
.
already had reached some ten- University and the Law School. sent to' the 'school: There is'-a:
Criminal Justice; Judicial
There ar~ also va~amces to
tative findings. These findings
At this point the Accreditation series of hearings and appeals,
Administration
Division;
th~
followmg SpecI~1 .Comwere conveyed to President Committees study the findings. where the school can defend its
Legal Education; Litigation.
mittees and Commissiona:
Elliott in an exit interview on The chairman of the team, the accreditation
and propose
.
Housing
and
Urban
Wednesday morning.
Dean of the Law School, or even courses of action to correct its
Also,
Local
Government
Development;
Commissionon
Exactly what conclusions the the University President all may flaws. If the school remains in
Law; Natural Resources
the Mentally Disabled; and
inspectionteam reached can only be asked to appear to clarify any substantial non-compliance, the
Law;
Patent.
Trademark
and
Prepaid
Legal Services.
be conjectured. The entire in- issues. These Committees then Councilcould recommend to the
spection process is strictly
make specific findings regarding A.B.A. House of Delegates that.
confidential.The members of the compliance with the ac- accreditation be withdrawn. The PART TIME JOB AVAILABLE NEW RULES FOR AN OLD
team, however, clearly were not credition standards.
These full House of Delegates is the only to review minority stockholder GAME: The US-Japanese Trade
taking their duties lightly. This findings are' forwarded to the body that can make this decision. rights in -closed corp. Prefer Agreement as Law and Policy.
was no all-expensepaid junket to governing body of the parent The procedure followed by the, experience with corp. law begins Symposium sponsored by the
immed. 30-50hrs. total $7.00per Internat'l Law Society. Tuesday,
tour scenic Washington. The organization of each Ac- A.A.L.S. is similar.
April 4, 1:30PM. Rm 402 Marvin
people on the team were con- creditation Committee, that is,
Since this entire procedure hr. Contact: 759-3170,eves.
Center
scientious, hard-working, and the Council of the A.B.A.'s remains
confidential,
the
serious about their respon- Section of Legal Education and weaknesses pinpointed by the
sibilities.
the Executive Committee of the inspection team never will be
Some students were surprised A.A.L.S.
known.We can only hope that its
by 'the candor and frankness
These two determine what report will prompt changes that
team members displayed in action will be taken regarding the willstrengthen the school.As one
discussing the weaknesses ofthe school's accreditation; According member of the team said, the
school. The insight shown in . to the chairman of the visitation National Law Center now stands
pinpointing the problems that team, Mr. Frankino,
this at a cross-roads. There is much
exist at G.W. indicate that the dispositionmay take any number that can, and should, be done in
people on the team did extensive of forms. The Council and
outside work and were well Executive Committee may ltbe seven or eight years befOre
Ithe next inspection. And that
prepared for their short on report that the school is doingan means
more than polishing the
campus stay. That each has had excellent job. If specific stan- floors.
extensive experience with other dards have been violated,
law school inspections was however, the school may be ...
... ,
evident. Their final report is asked to report back with a plan
COURSES
.
CREDITS
certain to be incisive and for the correction of these HELP WANTED. Immediate
openings
for
coal
miners.
Commercial Transactions Survey
4
anything but pro forma.
violations. If the violations are
Underground
experience
The team's work is far from extremely serious, the schoolwill preferred but not required. See
Conflict of Laws
3
over. Within the next week a be issued a "show cause" order, The Taft-Hartlev Act for details.
Criminal Procedure I
3

Summer Session at
Hofstra Law School
Summer Session One
f\,1AY30-JUL Y 10

.

Debtor-Creditor
Evidence
Family Law
Individual Income Tax
Real Estate Transactions
Remedies
Secured Transactions

BEIGHTBAR REVIEW SCHOOL
CLASSESIN SILVERS'RING~
WHEATON, MARYLAND

MARYLAND BAR
EXAM
March 28, 1978
Lon~ course commences

Short course,commences

May 31, 1978

Registrations are now being taken-

For July 1978 Bar Exam
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
TIIomas L Bei,It,

510

"or'" I,.d.rick
Phon.

Ar••••

'.i,,,.,,,,.,,,

M."Ie."

20160

948·6555 or 460.8350

..

3
4
3
4
3
2
3

Summer Session T\~O
JULY 12-AUG. 25
Business Organizations
Commercial Paper
Corporate Tax
Entertainment Law
Estate and Gift Tax
Federal Courts
Labor Law
Law and Economic Inequality
Products Liability
Wills, Trusts and Estates

For further
information.
write or call
(516) 560·3636

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
4
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HEMPSTEAD,

NEW YORK,11550

The Lo've of Law
by Richard LaShier
My love for
And I praise
In casebooks
Which speak

.

Rep. Flynt on Ethics

by Felicia Altmeyer

the Law, it knows no bound
the Lord daily for the plea~ure I've found
and hornbooks and canned outlines
of remainders, trusts, and assigns. '

While others seek wine,
And women, and song,
I lust for Miranda
and Long v, Long.
It's a labor of love I perform with great zeal.'
It's never too much to brief one more appeal. And I'll never complain of those lonely, bleak nights
If I can embrace my fundamental rights.
The laws are my crafts;
Words are my tools Be it Tentative Drafts
Or my Federal Rules.·'
Freedom of contract, powers in crisis,
Corbin, Cardozo, and stare decisis!
Judicial Review and stigmatized racesSuch is my diet ofUInstant Cases."
So I ask you sincerely Could life be much sweeter?
My Love for the Law .
Res Ipsa Loquitur!

-

Phi
Delta
Phi
Legal
Fraternity recently sponsored a
program featuring Congressman
John
J.
Flynt
<G.Ga).
Representative Flynt is Chairman of the House Ethics Committee which has the responsibility -for investigations
of
congressional
misconduct ineluding Wayne Hays, the Sykes
affair
and
the
so-called
"Koreagate"
controversy.
In
addition to investigating serious
_and bona. fide allegations, the
Committee has continuously had
to concern itself with many
frivolous claims, particularly
around election time according to
Chairman Flynt.
Congressman
-Flynt is an
alumnus of the National Law
Center and a member of the John
Marshall Inn of Phi Delta Phi.
The Chairman. who had - just

announced his retirement from
the House last Tuesday, has
served
thirteen
consecutive
terms, preceded by trial work
as an Assistant U.S. Attorney and
State Solicitor in Georgia.
.
Representative
Flynt's
remarks Tuesday night.centered
on the procedural aspects of the
Committee's work and efforts to
conduct
comprehensive,'
depoliticized
inquiries.
He
acknowledged
_certain
procedural problems such as
adequate notification of members prior to the taking of
depositions and the lack of a
permanent Committee meeting
room. Chairman Flynt concluded
by. stressing the Committee's
recent
strong rapport
with
the Justice Department
and
urging Congress to improve the
manner ·of the Committee's
funding by allowing it power to

draw on general House funds at
its discretion.
This program was one of a
number of activities sponsored
by Phi Delta Phi at the National
Law Center this year. Previous
programs
have dealt
with
television violence, the trial of a
rape case, affirmative action
efforts of the Equal Employment
Opportunity
Commiss ion
(EEOC), and professionalethics.
Additionally, membership in Phi
Delta Phi permits students to
seek
interest-free
loans,
scholarships,
writing
opportunities, low cost insurance
and affords members the 0pportunity to associate informally
with many area attorneys ..
The Inn's faculty advisor is
Professor
David
Sharpe.
Students interested in obtaining
more information should contact
Rich Kaye at 785-4641(eves).

-ASA Spring Conference
by Shelley Grant

Prof.- Merri.field.Fills Lobinger- 'Chair

the legal issues related to
recombinant DNA. Also participating were Charles Guerin,
President
of the Associated
Student
Chapters
of the
American Institute of Architects,
Theodore Miller, President-elect
of .the Baltimore
City BarAssociation,
representatives
from. the National Euthanasia
. Council,
faculty
from the
University of Maryland School of
Law and two medical students
from John Hopkins University.

The Third and Eleventh Circuits of the American
Bar
_Association Law Student Division
(ABA-LSD) held a joint spring
. Conference
at
the
Lord
Baltimore
Hotel, Baltimore,
Lobingier. The funds will be·
Prof .. Leroy S. Merrifield, .
Maryland, on March 11-12. Law
used
to
'support
the
students from D.C., Maryland,
the senior member of the
p r of e s s or s ht p
rl n
Delaware,
Pennsylvania
and
faculty at George Washington
jurisprudence
and- comNew Jersey attended, and enUniversity's
National Law
parativeiaw,
andi related "
joyed programs ranging from a
Center, has been named to the
graduate
education
and
mock criminal trial (presented
"Lobingier
Chair
of
research programs.
by a Baltimore defense attorney,
Jurisprudence
and ComProf. Merrifield has acted
The Eleventh Circuit business
a prosecutor.from the Maryland
parative Law" beginning in
- as a consultant to various
State's Attorney's Office and a meeting, held on Saturday afSeptember. _
government agencies on labor
Maryland District Court District ternoon, passed a number of
Law School Dean·· Robert
relations legal problems. As a
Court judge) to a discussion of resolutions, including one calling
Kramer announced. the apFord Foundation fellow, he
pointment of Prof. Merrifield,
studied in Switzerland and
who has taught at GW since
Belgium and labor laws of the '
1947 and has become
a
European Common Market
specialist in labor law-as a
and the work of the Inteacher,
author, research
ternational
Labor Office.
scholar, and arbitrator. Prof.
Under a Fulbright Fellowship,
Merrifield is the first to oche studied Australia's system
cupy the Lobingier Chair,
of settling labor disputes by
which was established with a
compulsory arbitration.
$757,000gift from the estate of
Prof. Merrifield's
book
international jurist Charles S.
Labor Relations Law: Cases
and
. Materials
(with
Professor
.
Emeritus
R.A.
lApIT"... ....
.Smith and Dean Theodore J.
St. Antoine,
both of the
Tn •• ' .....
University
of
Michigan) is
Correct!ng-Hlectrlc .or . Mill
now in its fifth edition, Prof.
card. Experienced In .lyIes and
. Merrifield received his law
forms. Deadlines met: lnexpeRdegree from the University of
.e rata; work· guaranteed:
Minnesota and a doctorate in
plck.up
and delivery. c.o
juridical science from Harelndi 931.7074 anytime •..
vard
University.
-

.

v

for merit appointment of federal
judges and another in support of
a
study
concerning
the
reorganization of the ABA-LSD
Circuits. Robert Perry (Antioch
Law School) was elected to serve
as the next Circuit Governor for
the Eleventh Circuit, replacing
outgoing
Circuit
Governer
Marvin Dang (G.W.).
G.W. students might be i~terested to know that their
representative was selected to
replace the judge in the mock
trial. when the District Court
judge had to leave ("But I
haven't taken Evidence yet!").
Anything can happen at an ABA·
LSD Conference.

A new downtown experience

DANCING NIGHTLY
NEW WAVE IN MARCH
CALL 393-0730

ELECTROLYSIS SOCIETY
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An Alternative
We create powerful institutions
and complex laws to define and
deal with crime as their particular object and concern. If we
look behind the purposes these
instrumentalities serve, we find
that they have a common
parentage to the hidden causes of
the· conduct they attempt to
examine, define, and prevent.
Indeed, if we consider
the
manner in which we regard and
deal with crime on the one hand,
and examine
the primary
motives for crimes on the other,
we find a common source: fear,
resentment, and envy. Now this
is not to say that fear, resentment, and envy are the only
motives for crime. Certainly,
other factors play an important
part in its existence. However, if
we focus on the relationship
between these sentiments and
our attitudes about crime, we
may come to understand better
how to deal with it.
Fear, resentment, and envy
have been at the root of man's
treatment and reaction to of·
fensive conduct since time immemorial.
The most fearful
aspect of crime is its threat;
murder, assault, rape, and theft
are commonplace occurrences of
which we are all potential victims. Resentment' is the most
powerful force defining and
determining our collective at-"
titudes toward crime. It is the
most
acceptable
sentiment
exhibited
toward crime, incarnated
in the prosecutor,
whose role is to pursue and
convict the alleged violator.
Prostitution,
adultery,
homosexuality, and other victimless conduct are found offensive on what we might consider moral grounds. However,
underlying the moral reasons for
disapproval of such conduct are
fears arising from the fact that
these acts offend our peace of
mind "and sense of propriety.
These fears lead to regarding
these acts as threatening to the
public
welfare;
but
accompanying these fears is an
element of envy. This envy gives
rise to feelings of resentment
regarding the gratification and
pleasure
derived from such
conduct,
which
is clearly
evidence by the embarrassed,
confused, repressive, and erratic
manner in which society deals
with them. The stigmatizing
effect of much of this repressed
envy is one of the major concerns
facing our society today. It is not
difficult
to recognize
that
society's attitudes about what is
criminal is intimately related to
profound and obscure sentiments
which
have
stunted
the
development of a more adaptable
and effective understanding of
crIme and how to deal with it.
Now the purpose for taking this
cursory excursion into.the nature
of our attitudes toward criminal
conduct is to bring into proper
perspective
the need for a
reevaluation of our system of
penology. Implicity tied to our
feelings and attitudes
about
crime is how we deal with it. In
addition to our feelings and attitudes, we have often attempted

to
inquire
into
basic such institutions
exist,
the
Although one of the primary
periences of those 'subjected to
psychological, sociological, and criminals
themselves.
Our
.institutlonal objectives would be the system,
the
ends
of
biological
factors
affecting
problem becomes:
How CiU}
to provide each inmate with rehabilitation to the extent that
crime. We have given great at- these ends be accomplished?
employment after completion of they. remain meaningful, would
tention to such questions as: the
Consider a large corporation,
'his sentence, within the cor- be far more effectively served
degree to which crime is the partially owned by millions of
poration itself,most
inmates
than
they
are
presently.
result of an individual's exercise annuitants, whose primary asset
would be given the choice of Criminals would be-subjected to
remaining within the corporation
their own laws which, by virtue of
. of free will or choice, the extent to consists of low-cost human labor,
which
crime
may
be and which exists not only to fulfill
as employees with whatever
the combined effects of necessity,
economically or environmentally a crucial societal need, but which
rights the corporation granted ,resentment,
fear, and envy,
induced, or whether a genetic is self-sustaining, self-governing,
them, or returning to society. would soon come to resemble our
propensity is inherent in the and pays perhaps the largest
AIso,measures
to regulate and own. Furthermore, the individual
makeup of those we find most single share of corporate tax of
control the external undertakings
criminal would be forced to
often
commit
crimes.
The any corporation in the world!
of the corporation as well as recognize the inherent need and
problem with such considerations Such could be the prison system
provisional measures to police, reason for the existence of such
is that they do not shed any light in the United States, both on the, regulate, and administer
the laws and, more importantly, the
on what a penal system or any Federal
and State
levels.
internal affairs, which still under - need for his own compliance. On
system
of prevention
and Naturally, such a system could
the custodial care of the State, the other hand, society would not
deterrence must accomplish to not be instituted overnight. At
would have to be implemented.
be affected by whatever rules,
be effective. At best, they may first, a Prison Ctrporation would
Although this is no more than a code, or system of regulation
provide justifications for im- essentially be managed, policed,
rough sketch, there are very ~ere m~de t~ govern conduct and
plementing reforms, or may and subsidized by the state, with
specific reasons for designing a interactions 10 p~on. The!efore,
shape policies that will have its board of directors and upper
Penal Corporation system in thisapa.rt
from making ~rtaln that
some liklihood of reducing the level management composed of
manner. First and foremost is the society had exacted Its share of
occurrence of crime. At worst, an equal number of former in- problem
that
arises
from retribution and that this end had
they are unresolvable
and" mates and state-appointed adsociety's interest in punishing,
no~ been frmn:ated by, internal
competing presumptions which visors. In addition, it would be' restricting, and controlling the prlSo~ regulations,
we .would
can be adequately supported by governed .by it .Central Comcriminal's
conduct. As things haye little or no concern over how,
empirical
evidence, common mittee consisting of current and
are, it's effect extends beyond the prlson~rs governed themselves.
sense, psychological, sociological former inmates
which would
time when the criminal has "paid'
A third r~on
for adopting a
and phi.losophical speculation, have the Initial !esponsibility of his price" affecting his entire corporate prison structure of the
but which. tend to promote coordinating the objectives of life, resuiting in stigmatization
form described above addresses
shor~sighted
and inadequate
management
and the
per-,' loss of rights; unemploymen~
t~e problem ~ indemnification of
solutions that do not respond to formance of the. various "labor etc. This also leads to a deep vletimsof crime. Although the
the real problems we are con- task forces. Supervision
and
resentment on the part of the State .. ca~ institute
an in.fronted
with in designing a policing of the inmates would
criminal,against
society, and demmfl~ations~eme,
other than
workable penal system. If, in- initially be largely in the hands of
often contributes to his repeating
one having at its ~0l1!ce a. corstea?, we consider what an ef- the State, but would gradually be
the very conduct for which heporate
structure, It IS unlikely
fecbve penal system. should transferred to trustees who had 'was convicted or induces him to that without the prionser's
accomplish, we may achieve a completed their sentences in the
commit
other
crimes.
By cooperation it would work efbetter result in conceiving of an specific facilities
they were
allowing the inmate to remain fectively. For this reason, there
adequate model on which a assigned
to. The primary
after his sentence is completed
is the need for awakening the
workable and satisfactory penal financial objectives of the corhe does not have to face th~ collective self-interest of all the
system can be based.
poration would be threefold:
disadvantages that might cause. inmates to bring the appropriate
In reconsidering our attitudes
firstly, it would issue obligationhim to repeat his crimes. From sort of pressure to bear on untowards crime, we note that type debentures or annuities to society's point of view, the clear cooperative individuals, in order
society's resentment, fear, and the specific victims of the crimes
advantage is that it is no longer to make the indemnification
envy of the criminal, his conduct committed
by .lts inmates;
exposed to the danger evidenced scheme work effectively. For
and its effect must be put to rest. secondly, it' would be as' selfby this individual's prior conduct
example,a
Central Committee
In other words, retribution
sustaining as any other private
if he chooses to remain. A second made up of inmates who had
against the criminal must be had. corporation, providing for .the
very important reason for a completed or were near comFurthermore,
the suffering
. housing, feeding, and general
Corporate Penal system which <pletion of their sentences, which
resentment, and fear of th~ sustenance of its inmates; and
acts
as
a
self-governing - delegates duties and tasks to
victim or victims
must be thirdly, it would endeavor to autonomous body stems from the similarly
structured
subrelieved. Also, the fear that such provide employment to all in- modification
in the inmate's
committees and task forces, who
conduct might recur must, to mates upon completion of their
mental and societal outlook directly supervised and oversaw
. some extent, be quelled and some sentences. There would also be resulting from his prison »: ex- the work crews, would ensure
form of deterrence must be in- other important objectives that
perience. For most criminals, the tha t proposed projects
were.
stituted. On the other hand, .the . the corporation would endeavor
"prison experience" reinforces completed and schedules met.
criminal must be protected from
to accomplish. Eventually, as an
the personal belief that the Upon completion of his sentence,
the threat of incurring society's
autonomous
body, it would
conduct they Were convicted for, . an inmate would be eligible to
wrath for his acts. His acts are
essentially be self-governing, as 'although
socially unacceptable
recei~e a ~alary for performing
individual
and' finite,'
and
its growth and development
generally, may not be so con- the videntical' tasks he had
retribution for his acts must be rendered it more responsive to its sidered, in their specific cir- previously been performing, or
limited to the harm he has
needs And as these coincided with
cumstances by. their fellow in'- for promotion based on merit and
caused. None of this is new we all" those of the society at large. Inmates.
This can create alternate good behavior. Under such a
understand these to be the ~ds of other words, it would act
values and notions of justice system it would not be unlikely
our present penal system and it somewhat as a self-regulating
which, to those concerned, have ~ that a" majority of prisoners
would seem that any' penal
body.; legislating, executing, and justifiable and rational basis, but would remain in the prison
system would, of necessity, acadministering rules that would which are neither knowable nor sys.t em , thereby
relieving
complish these ends. These are . have force of law within its understandable
to those who society's burden of having to
not, however, the only ends that a . confines.
have not undergone the criminal support,
through
taxation,
penal system should serve. In
Along with instituting a cor- justice-prison
experience. .The welfare payments
or vunemaddition, we would wish that the
porate prison system,
other 'hardening of the individual in ployment compensation relief for
cost of instituting such measures
significant measures. could be accepting,
rationalizing,
and unemployed ex-cons.
would not be borne by the direct
taken. For example, parole could justifying his criminal conduct
A fourth reason goes to the
or indirect victims (society) of
be abolished, thereby. assuring
coupled with the psychological problem we presently face of
perpetrators of criminal conduct,
that a convicted criminal would confirmation he receives from having to support
the very
bur rather by the perpetrators
serve the required sentence to his fellow inmates as he adapts to existence of our penal system.
themselves. In other words we' mature the bond or annuity which prison life, its social orders, This .financial drain is felt by
would wish to design a ~nal
the corporation. issued. Also, mores, and beliefs, tends to pracbcally all taxpayers and is a
system which accomplishes the
particularly
odious crimes or undermine
the
intended
further cause of the continuing
primeval ends of retribution and
repeat offenders could command
rehabilitative
effect that in- resentment we harbor against
deterrence, while accomplishing
lengthy sentences, which would carceration is expected to have violators of the law, even after
the more salutory goal of fully
also c~rry limitations on the right
on him. This aspect can actually they have been released from
compensating
the victims of
of release from the institution,
be used to great advantage both prison. There is no reason for
crime. Also, we might wish tha.t
and limitations on the level or for the inmate and society. By such a state of affairs to exist,
the cost of operating such a
rank to which the perpetrflttr
recognizing.
this aspect and much less continue. Under a
system be transferred to and
could rise to in the corporation
allowing self-government, within Corporate Penal system, the
supported by those for whom
after serving
his sentence.
certain limits, in accordance with financial burden on the public of
the needs. desires.
and ex- maintaining
prison facilities,
more on page 11
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Comment On Spanish Culture'a,nd Education
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by Martin Lopez III

Acra>s the length of the United
States still stretches the symbol
of the Mexican peon, asleep
against the wall of an adobe hut
or at the foot of a cactus. He is
known as a lazy fellow always
putting things off until manana.
At some point in his life, the
Mexican peon woke up, took a
swig of tequila, put on his sombrero and his sandals,
and
emigrated to the United States by
swimming
across
the Rio
Grande, of course. Once here, a
sinister element was added to his
humble ways. Now he is proud
and hot-blooded, easily offended,
insanely jealous, and a heavy
drinker. This is the fanciful
stereotype of the real American
of Mexican ancestry - an alien,
still unknown in his own land with
his history, his language, and his
culture
ei ther
ignored
or
hopelessly romanticized.
.
It seems a shame that many of
the nation's teachers, some of
them far removed from the
Southwest and other large concentrated
Spanish-speaking
populations
perpetuate
the
stereotype
just
described.'
Somehow when travel palters of
charros,
cockfights,
and
bullfights
adorn
their
classrooms, teachers seem to
create a cultural "atmosphere"
for their classes. But somehow
their students are falsely given
the impression that Spanish is
strictly a "foreign" language. It
is part of the existing culture of
far-away
Spain
or
Latin
America,
but
hardly
of
California, or New Mexico, Utah,
Arizona, Illinois, Florida. and
New York. Furthermore,
they
teach that Spanish will be of
great benefit to their students
while traveling. But somehow the

immense economic, emotional
and communicative reality of
S~~ish today for ten to twelve
millton American citizens is
seldom considered.
Bilingual and ethnic studies
pr~ams
~re now being utilized
as mcreasmgly important tools
for easing tensions among all the
people of this country. One of the
suggested
steps
for
such
programs
has been the introduction of ethnic studies into
already existing courses to increase understanding,
rather
than fear, of cultural differences.
The idea i!3 not only to reinforce
ethnic heritages of the Chicanos
and other Spanish-speaking
Americans but also to educate
the dominant majority on the
realities of history; that through
economic development,
land
expansion
and political
accom oda tion, the United States
inherited a diverse citizenry of
Cuban, Puerto Rican, Mexican,
and others of Latin ancestry
whose
potentials
and contributions
have
not been
recognized.
Mexican-Americans,
the
second largest minority group in
the United States, numbering
between six and twelve million
people
(depending
on your
source) constitute an identifiable
ethnic group with a historical
presence in continental North
America dating back to the 17th
century.
Spanish-speaking
colonists .had established permanent
settlements
in New
Mexico over a decade before the
arrival of the Mayflower. AngloAmerican
fur traders
and
pioneers who "explored"
the
trans-Mississippi
West crossed
the earlier
trails traced by
Spanish explorers Portola, de

Anza, Garces,
and others.
Experienced
Mexican miners
showed the California miners the
fine points of gold panning, while
the cattle industry borrowed
heavily from Mexican techniques
and terminology. In the 20th
century Mexicans immigrated to
the United etates by the tens of
thousands, in the nation's last
wave of immigration. Although
initially concentrated
in the
Southwes t, Mexican-Americans
now are present in significant
numbers
from Chicago
to
Philadelphia, from Los Angeles
to St. Paul. They have contributed proportionately
more'
than' their share to our nation's
war dead. Yet the sad fact of the
matter
is
that
MexicanAmericans do not exist as far as
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the major textbooks in American
history are concerned.
Our American
history and
literature courses need not be a
long list of ethnic contributions,
but they should be representative
of all Americans who have played
a role in American society and
contributed to the dynamics of its
development. The school should
support rather than alienate the
student
from
his cultural
background. "
Mexican-Americans as well as
other. minorities
within the
United States have been totally
neglected within the historical,
aspects of American society.
Textbooks within the field of
American history simoly fail to
discuss such issues as MexicanAmerican
contributions
in

mining, agriculture,
railroad
construction,
political
organizations, and pre-Pilgrim
history. Any attempt to measure
the presence of the nation's
second largest
minority
in
college
history
courses
especially, unless using the most
superficial
criteria, must be
judged a failure. The textbooks
offered in survey courses will
need considerable revision and
redefinition
before MexicanAmericans
and other
"submerged" elements are given a
fair hearing, and a proper perspective for their numerous
contributions to what we so incompletely
label "American
History."

Penology Alternative

equipment, the feeding and care
of inmates, etc., would only be a
temporary one. Although at the
outset the State would have to
finance equipment purchases,
adapt existing facilities, and
continue subsidies for feeding,
housing, and. supervising
the
inmates, this cost would be no
greater than it presently is.
Furthermore, this burden would
be constantly diminishing and the .
savings devoted to other public
uses.
Although there are many more
advantages to such a restructuring of our penal institutions,
one would hope that the glimpses
already given would persuade
anyone of the potential benefits' to
be derived from it. Nevertheless,
it would be puerile to make any
predictions at this point as to its
feasibility. That would require

we all feel. If at least we can
careful
planning; extensive
research, actuarial studies, and a come to recognize the effects of
sufficiently dedicated group of our collective fears, resentment
individuals interested in the idea and envy we have on those Wi10
to attempt to actualize it. It is have awakened them, and the
c;ertain that in the area of penal shortsightedness of the methods
reform the only real limitation to we presently employ to deal with
the effective implementation of them, we will have come a long
any new ideas is the reluctance of way on the road to improving
justice and the condition of man
society, as a group, to change
existing institution that, by and . in our society,
large, satisfy the retributive need
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EVERYAVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDEN
GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
.HORNBOOKS'

DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE SELECTION
AT ...
_/ WASHINGTON
!~
LAW BOOK CO.
~~19~17~E~ye~S~t.~,
N~.W~.
~~~~~~~T~el~.
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The bird you see here is known
as a Puffin, A small. thoughtful
resident of Iceland, One of the
first things young Puffins
learn to do is Oy Icelandic.
Beginning April l, 1978.
Icelandic \\iU Oy any youth
(Puffin or person) between
12-23 years old roundtrip
from New York to Luxembourg for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Return
tickets are good for
a full year, Fares
subject to
change,

But there's .
more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
'lbulll(et a great
'.':. dinner and excel. "- lent service on
your trip. And
Icelandic will set
you down right in
: the middle of
Europe, where
.' you 11 be just hours
away by train from
Europe's most
famous landmarks,
So take a travel tip
from Iceland's favorite
bird. learn to fly Icelandic
See vour travel agent. Or write
Dept. Hl'J52,Iceiandic
Airlines. P,O,
Box \05, West Hempstead, :'-IY 11552,
Call RO(}-55;)-1212 for toll-free
. _ number in vour
art'a,
.

,

,-

.~

$27S

.

roundtrip 14-45 day APEX fare from N, Y."

m""dtri~"

'"

••

Icelandic to Europe.
*$~:l from Chicajlto. Tid.:l'ts must Ix' n'sl'rn'd~;)
days prior to departure and
paid flIT within X days l.f reservation,
Add $);) vach way for Iran ..II." weekends.
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Advocate Openings

The Rosenberg Case:open Leffer

ANNOUNCING ... staff openings on the Advocate for the 1978-79
academic year I Positions available include Arts Critic, Book
Reviewer, Reporter of University Affairs, Faculty Representative,
Student Organization Liaisons, Hill Correspondent, Reporter of
D.C. Affairs, Graphic illustrator, Photo Editor, Production and
Lafout Assistants, and Business Manager.
T~ :4dvocate is in the process of defiiling its purposes and
designing a method of communication in the National Law Center.
If you have any ideas that you'd like to contribute, feel free to
contact one of the editors.
Better yet,if you want to get involved in next year's Advocate,
simply apply in person or, if that sounds like too much work, just
clip out the application form below and check off the appropriate
motivational category. Then (now comes the hard part) carry the
form down into the bowels. of Bacon Hall - left out of Stockton,
downstairs, first two rights, then a left, straight ahead about nine
meters, and take another left when you see a pile of trash and a
broken coke machine. If no one is there you will notice a brown
envelope as you bump into the door. Just drop off your application,
suggestion, or article submitted for publication. No journalism
experience is necessary if you can wing it. The only prerequisites
for admission are an ability OOwriteinEnglish and an interest in the'
law but the first requirement may be waived in extraordinary
cases. D~'l't just think about it.
Name
---,_~
_

social protest has become known.
These disclosures undoubtedly
represent only the "tip of the
iceberg."
,
Many of these F()IA suits have
been shocking.
Information
obtained
from the Justice
Department and the 'FBI reveals,
among other things, a pattern of
possible collusion between the
Judge, Prosecutor,
and FBI,
apparent
perjury and subornation of perjury on the part of
the government and its witnesses, and the possibility that
prosecution·
evidence
was
"manufactured"
by the FBI. In
light of these revelations and in
view of the hysteria of the 1950's
which allowed the prosecution to
exploit the facile and erroneous
It is our understanding that in equation
between
domestic
your Constitutional Law class of communism
and
foreign
March 16, 1978, in the context of espionage to secure conviction,
Phone L;
----:.
_
discussion of cases involving the we feel that it is impassible at this
Area of Specialization
_
First Amendment implications of time to say that the Rosenbergs
Experience'
~
_ Smith Act prosecutions during received
fair trial or that
the 1940's and 1950'S, you made justice
was done.
If the
I understand that I may not get an interview with Covington & mention of the controversial
prosecution case against them
Burling but still want to say something to my colleagues and other Rosenburg case and pronounced was so strong, why did the
people.
the defendants, "guilty as hell." government find it necessary to
I just want to get a title after my name.
This
case
involved
the engage in unethical and probably
I actually would prefer to talk very loudly but decided to wiggle my prosecution and execution of two illegal tactics to secure their
fingers instead.
alleged "atom spies" during the conviction?
I'm only interested if I get a salary or course credits.
height of the Cold War antiWhile. we .welcome the exI wish to get more involved in the study of law at GW than just going Communist hysteria. ,During this pression of personal views by
to class and trying to get past exams.
period in our history, we wit- professors
in the course of
I like to try to leave things in better condition than I find them t!!
nessed
the
government
classroom
presentation,
and
I get high out of seeing my name immortalized in black & white.
systematically
subverting the respect
the knowledge
and
I want to help promulgate the news.
rights of citizens to free speech authority
which, they have
I figure it couldn't hurt my resume and if I do what I want to do later
and association.
It is only.acquired
by experience
and
it won't hurt to start spreading my ideas now.
recently, through many Freedom scholarly investigation, we feel
I have to be sure I have a voice.
of Information Act suits directed that a meaningful discussion of
I want to design something other than a pleading or a memo and put against such agencies as the the Cold War period' and the
it in public 'print.
.
Justice Department, FBI, and Rosenberg case in particular is
I know I'll never get the opportunity to do IT again.
CIA, that the full extent of not facilitated by reviving the
I like to practice the First Amendment just to be sure it's there.
governmental
intrusion,
sur- shallow rhetoric and uncritical
don't want to rent a locker but need a place at school to drop off my
veillance,
and
"counterassumptions
of governmental
books.
espionage"
against legitimate honest-dealing
that
were
I'm so crazy I think it might be fun do some more law.
(Editor'S Note: As an attorney
for the General Counsel's Office
of the Atomic Energy Commission in 1963, Prof. Harold P.
Green was personally involved in
the Rosenburg prosecution and
worked
intimately
in the
Supreme Court phase of the case.
He is presently
involved in
ongoing litigation over nuclear
power plant licensing proprieties
and over the past 23 years he has
authored several articles in the
field of atomic energy law, in-·
eluding a recent analysis which
appeared in the September 1977
issue of the Bulletin of the A tomic Scientists, entitled, "The
Oppenheimer Case: - A Study in
the Abuse of Law.")
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• March 22 - SBA Dean Search Committee meeting. 7 :45-p.m. Hoover
Room, 4th floor library. All interested parties are invited to present
recommendations and nominations for the new dean.
Phi Delta Phi general meeting, with elections, 8:00 p.m.,
Bacon Lounge.
• March 23 - GWUSA meeting 9:00 p.m. See Marvin Center room 408.
for details.
•
Panel discussion, "Public Apathy: The True Culprit," third:
presentation in the series, "You and the Criminal Injustice:
• System." Symposium of educators, professionals, former inmates, :
: and community leaders. Room 404 Marvin Center.
:
: • March 24 - Pre-registration
changes for closed courses for:
~ graduating students.
:
:
Deadline for appliation to Community Legal Clinics, Superior:
: Court Litigation Program.
:
•
Good Friday: Last day of classes before spring recess. !!! •
• • April 3 - Classes resume.
.
:
• April 4 - Last day of pre-registration for students graduating after:.
May 1979.,
.•
Organizational meeting for all students interested in f<rming the:
GW Chapter of the Equal Justice Foundation. 8:00 p.m. Bacon:
Lounge.
:
• April 5 - National Lawyers Guild meeting. 7:45 p.m. Bacon Lounge. :
• April 6 - Campus Blood Drive. 10:00 a.m, to 3:00 p.m. Marvin:
Center, third floor ballroom.
:
NLG panel discussion, "J.P. Stevens Co. and the Labor Law.":
8:00 p.m, Room to be announced.
:
.April 7 - Phi Alpha Delta and BALSA luncheon featuring the Hon. :
Betty Murphy, Chairperson of the National Labor Relations Board'
12:10 p.m. Marvin Center. Admission: $3.
:
Phi Delta Phi and ABA·LSD joint membership party at Phi Delta :
Phi National Headquarters, 1750N Street, N.W., 7:30 p.m. Present:
members and interested parties are invited to attend.
• April 8 - SBA Co-ed softball tournament begins.
• April 10 - New D.C. Courthouse dedicated.
• April 13 - SBA MeetilUl. 8:0!l n.m; Room to be announced.
• ;April14 - Deadline for submission of articles in next and last
issue of the Advocate UliS semester.
• April 16 - Last round of the SBA softball tournament.
•••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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prevalent ~uring that period.
We do not believe that the
Rosenbergs
were "guilty as
hell." We would like to point out
that many scholars, both legal
and non-legal, have investigated
the subject and have strongly
questioned not only the conduct of
the prosecution but the very
substance
of the
charges
themselves. Indeed, noted atomic
scientists, some of whom actually
worked
on the Manhattan
Project, have stated that there
was no "secret" of the atom
bomb to steal. others have point
out that evidence introduced at
trial which was purportedly a
replica of the diagram conveyed
by Rosenberg co-conspirators to
Russian agents, was so unsophisticated as to be useless
any scientist. attempting
to
perfect an implosion mechanism
to detonate an atom bomb, and
was, in fact, more like a childs'
drawing of the device.
June 19th, 1978, marks the 25th
anniversary of the Rosenberg
execution. Perhaps it would be
more fitting on this occasion to
reflect upon the Rosenberg
tragedy in light of what history
and recent events have shown us
rather than to invoke stale accusations of guilt predicated upon
the uncritical assumptions of the
past. As Supreme Court Justice
Hugo Black noted, in dissent, the
Supreme Court never reviewed
the record in the Rosenberg case
and therefore never had an OJ)portunityto rule on the fairness
of . the trial. Perhaps, after 25
years, we should now review and
reflect upon the meaning of that
record.
by J ona than Rothstein
Robert Krakow

New Law• 'Review Editors,'

The new editorial board of The staff members in their producGeorge Washington Law Review tion work.
will take office at the end of
Topics
Editors
Richard
March with a goal to get the Carlston and Bruce Ryan select
Review fully on schedule. New . topics for student
notes ,by
Editor-in-Chief Bobby Burchfield
scanning
slip opinions from
says he hopes to have the first various courts and topical serissue of Volume 47 out on time in vices.
November 1978.Executive Editor
Selection of new Law Review
James Volling noted that the
outgoing Volume 46 board "did a members is based on two factors
great job of bringing the Review' - first year grades and a writing
within a month of the issue date competition. Although the exact
for next
year's
and we hope to follow their lead to standards
selection have not yet been
get back on schedule." Two years
ago, the Review was over eight established, the law review will
probably use a procedure similar
months behind schedule.
to previous years. Last year,
Incoming
Articles
Editors
Susan Hoffman and John Seipp selection was based 75 percent on
have already begun the task of grades and 25 percent on the
writing competition. Managing
soliciting authors for upcoming
Andrew Lapayowker
issues. Most of the articles the Editor
Review publishes come from explained that the grades in each
professor's class are put on a
authors who are recommended
modified percentile
scale to
by professors or leading pracgrading
disparities
titioners. The Law Review also equalize
among fi"styear professors. The
screens
many
unsolicited
percentile
scores
are then
manuscripts, several of which
totalled
and averaged
and
are published.
combined
with the writing
Student notes and "recent
decision" commentary will be competition score to arrive at a
total.
edited by Notes Editors David
The Law Review
writing
Frolio, David Miles, Amy Reich,
competition
has traditionally
Charles
Moll,
and
Karen
been a closed memorandum
Bleiweiss.
'Teri Bjorn and Marcia Lipson, given just after spring finals.
Students
are
given
apnewly
selected
Managing
proximately 3 days to write a 5Editors, will be responsible for
coordinating the work of the 50-60 page paper using materials

handed out by the Law Review.
Outside research is prohibited.
The competitions are graded on
the basis of writing style, legal
reasoning,
and organization,
according to Notes Editor Norm
Plotkin.
In the past, approximately 35
new members were chosen each
year from the day students.
"Night students are also chosen,
on the basis of grades and the
writing competition,
but are
evaluated
individually,
since
they cannot be compared easily
with day students," says Editor- in-Chief Carol Fishman. Fishman
explains that night students
should apply if they will have at
least 28 hours by the end of the
second
summer
session.
Fishman points out that night
students "should be aware of the
tremenaous time demands that
Law Review work can have" on
someone who is working full-time
and attending class.
Plans for this year's selection
process have not been finalized
by the new editorial board yet.
Incoming
Executive
Editor
James
Volling
encourages
students
who
have
any
suggestions to contact him at the
Law Review offices. Incoming
Editor-in-Chief Bobby Burchfield
will hold inf(l"mational meetings
for interested students shortly
after spring break.

